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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Preliminary Statement 

When viewed as an "on-going social process" the classroom becomes 

a viable and salient concern for sociological research. The classroom 

as an interacting social environment has been experienced by virtually 

every American, yet there are few, if any, that understand "just what 

is going on in the classroom." The classroom is not a "Skinner Box" as 

Biddle and Adams (1967) so clearly point out. The classroom is, among 

other things, a social environment composed of persons engaging in the 

social interaction process. 

Problem 

Among the plethora of studies (see literature review) on the 

classroom, many have been conducted which reveal the importance of 

understanding the factors operating in the classroom which serve to 

facilitate the social processes of the classroom. In an attempt to 

contribute to the existing literature this study investigated four 

sociological factors in relation to varying methods of instruction and 

varying classroom arrangements, Specifically, the factors under study 

included student alienation to class benefit, class cohesiveness, 

social distance to the instructor, and student perception of the power, 

activity, and value of the instructor. 



Literature Review 

Within the realm, of sociological and social psychological contri

butions to the study of classrooms as interacting social environi.nents 
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a few limited .areas emerge. Sociometric studies (Dahlke and Monahan, 

1949; Havighurst and Neugarten, 19.57) have demonstrated that classrooms 

typically contain "stars" and "isolates0 , and these studies have point

ed to factors that affect students in their classrooms. Often instruc

tors lack sensitivity to the way students react to one another. 

Consequently~ instructors frequently assert their own biases toward 

students, which serves to hinder a correct assessment of the "socio-

metric facts of life" (Gross, 1959). Havighurst and Neugarten (1967) 

suggest the use of sociometry as an aid in understanding the existing 

social network in a. classroom in order to work effectively.with the 

peer group, In addition, Havighurst artd Neugarten (1967) point out 

that sociometric techniques are unable to give the underlying,reasons 

behind the sociometric s tr\Jctl.lre. 

Sources of strain and tension are another area where sociological 

information is available. Gordon {1957) revealed the following. tenden.,; 

cies: (1) tension is often created by collision of school administra

tors and instructors; and (2) tension often occurs when student-defined 

and teacher-defined roles and values are incompatible. A further basis 

of conflict. >for the teacher, according to Gordon (1955), arises in 

relation to the basic conflict in educational philosophy. That is, 

one view is the competitive achievement and evaluation of the student 

according to his achievement capacity, and the other view is the influ

ence of educational theory in regard to personality development (Gordon, 

1955). 
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Sociological analysis has also revealed the importance of refer-

ence group (set) behavior in the classroom, The instructor's observa-

tion and analysis·of reference groups (sets) in the classroom provides 

him with a basis for evaluation and understanding of student behavior 

and values. Gross (1959) relates that instructo+ observation of refer-

ence groups has important consequences for the teacher who is attempt-

ing to locate the "anchoring points" of student behavior, norms, and 

values. Anderson (1959) points out that the understanding of reference 

group behavior is important in relation to the forming of student atti-

tudes toward school work, aspirations, and values. 

Allport (1955, pp. 273-280) stated that: 

Social relationships and values of reference groups are to be 
included as determiners of purpose and attitude and,, through 
these, perceptions, ... The organism infers the nature of 
the perceived by judging (unconsciously) what physical 
object, or set of objection--dimensions or properties, would 
need to be present in order to produce the present pattern of 
stimulation upon the receptors. 

·If this is true, then where the lecturer appears small because of 

distance and his voice has lost its personal qualities, the students 

may then attach more importance to other class members, with their own 

values and allegiances being a greater force than the instructor or his 

lecture. It is likely that students are not motivated by this situa-

tion to be receptive to the lecture. The students in a situation such 

as this may be motivated to dominate the situation, including the 

instructor, and to define the situation as boring, dull, presumptuous, 

wasted time, and so on (Chapman-Albert, 1972). 

The Schmucks (1971) in a discussion of classroom life relate that 

the classroom is not a depersonalized setting. It is filled with emo-

tion between instructor and students, and between a student and his 
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peer group. It is primarily the peer group that responds to a stu

dent's affective needs according to the Schmucks (1971). In order to 

understand the social processes operating in the classroom it is neces

sary to be aware of reference groups (sets) and their relationship to 

the on-going interactional process in the classroom. According to the 

Schmucks (1971) the core of group processes in the classroom is com

posed of the combination of the instructor's responses to a student's 

personal needs and the peer group 1 s interaction with.the student, 

Many social components are involved in the classroom. The indi

vidual student has his own special and unique characteristics, as does 

the teacher. When the classroom is viewed as a group process, then the 

class may be viewed as having its own special and unique characteris

tics. Further observation reveals that among the student classroom 

members the various peer groups and reference groups (sets) have their 

own unique characteristics. External influences also have a bearing 

upon classrooms, such as the total organization of the school, the 

physical features of the school and classroom, and the various social 

environments of social class, race and ethnic composition, the communi

ty, and many other influences. Consequently, an analysis of the class

room as an interacting social environment requires an interpretive 

understanding of social and physical characteristics of the classroom. 

A social characteristic of the classroom which, according to Bany 

and Johnson (1959), is poorly understood is that of cohesiveness among 

classroom groups. Bany and Johnson (1959) relate that there is no 

systematic knowledge available concerning cohesiveness in the classroom 

group. Cohesiveness of classroom members refers to the total of 



inclusion feelings held by all classroom members in relation to the 

entire class (Schmuck, 1971). 
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Abel (1970) says that "group cohesion .refers to the directly 

observable fact that certain persons form a unit of a sort that holds 

them together" (p. · 22). The elements involved in holding groups 

together,.according to Durkheim (see Abel, 1970), are "the interchange 

of ideas and feelings from all to each and each to all," in "the active 

interchange of views and impressions," in the revealings of "love for 

the group," and in "participation in a common cause," in "the constant 

surveillance of all over·each." Thus group cohesion, according to 

Durkheim (see Abel, 1970), "is manifest in group-oriented activities, 

and it is measured in terms of them" (p. 23). 

Cartwright and Zander (1968) relate that cohesiveness may be con

sidered from several perspectives. One perspective is to consider the 

group in its entirety and observe the whole group rather than to con

sider how well individuals liked members in the group. This perspec

tive, if taken to the classroom, gives support to the contention that 

students may like the classroom group and the classroom group may be 

considered cohesive, yet the individual member's closest friends are 

outside the class. In the examination of five variables of group cohe

siveness Eisman (1959) was unable to detect significant rank correla

tions among them. Eisman (1959) also noted that the liking of members 

as measured by a sociometric index was not significantly.related to 

mean group attractiveness. He suggested that friendship ties and 

sharing the same values were not necessarily the most important factors 

involved with cohesiveness of groups. 
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There are many factors that enter into group cohesiveness, some of 

which include member-liking structure, a sense of belonging, group 

attractiveness, acceptance of common values and goals, and success 

within the group. Group cohesion within the classroom may take on 

various forms, and the origin of the cohesiveness of the group comes 

about for various reasons. There are also various reasons for main

taining the class cohesion. Bany and Johnson (1959) relate that 

instructors are often unable to proceed with intended materials because 

student attention is directed toward group problems. Accordingly, if 

group problems are not resolved, there is decreased individual produc

tivity and the instructor diminishes as the focus of attention. 

Perkins (1951) has also noted that stresses and strains created in the 

classroom created by group behavior serve to restrict the learning 

process. Cunningham (1951) has observed various reactions of classroom 

groups to the instructor's attempts to maintain social control. 

Cunningham (1951) noted that classes which are openly hostile toward 

the instructor are also highly cohesive in most cases. In addition, 

he noted that groups·which are highly dependent upon the instructor are 

generally low in cohesiveness. 

In a.laboratory experiment which investigated cohesiveness, Back 

(1958) noted the following: . (1) In highly cohesive groups the members 

exert more effort to arrive at an agreement than the groups low in 

cohesion. · (2) Behavior in highly cohesive groups was influenced more 

by the situation than in groups with low cohesion. (3) In highly cohe

sive groups discussion was more effective in producing consensus among 

members than in less cohesive groups. 
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Pepitone and Reichling (1955) in a study of group cohesiveness and 

hostility state that "the greater the cohesiveness of a group, the 

greater its power and the less restrained its members will be in 

expressing hostility" (pp. 327-338). Lending support to this idea is 

Coch and French (1958) in their study involving resistance to change. 

Coch and French (1958) point out that a group may increase its power by 
j 

developing a more cohesive and well-disciplined group. Along the same 

line of thought is the work of Hughes, Becker, and Geer (1958) who, in 

an analysis of student culture and academic effort, reveal an analogy 

of education to industry. That is, groups of skilled workmen set, by 

informal understanding, the proper level of production. In like man-

ner, student groups, through informal tactics, also set the proper 

level of work to be done in the classroom. Max Weber (see Bell and 

Stub, 1968) related that: 

Any group of working men.who possess any solidarity whatso
ever, and with some common image of themselves and their 
situation, will not easily yield to any authority full 
control over the amount of work they do or over the strenu
ousness of the effort they put forth (p. 374). 

Hughes, Becker and Geer (1958) suggest that: 

Student culture affects the level and direction of efforts 
students expend while in school, by giving them a rationale 

.restricting the theoretically infinite amount of time and 
effort they might devote to their school work (p. 384). 

Hughes and associates also contend that the student culture provides 

students with sufficient collective support to allow them to direct 

their efforts in quite different directions that those suggested by the 

faculty. Coch and French (1958) relate the importance of cohesive sub-

groups as they point out the strength of groups in their ability to 

exert influence over individual members to conform to group standards. 
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Seashore (1954) in an analysis of the relationship of cohesiveness 

and norms nqted .that the performance of highly cohesive industrial 

groups was either very high or very. low. ·Seashore observed that work 

groups·whose normative structure opposed high production performed 

poorly, especially when the groups were highly cohesive. The processes 

observed by Seashore could be generalized to the classroom. -Cohesive 

groups of students who share negative attitudes about the educational 

process could-direct the course of action within a classroom setting. 

On the other hand, if the norms in the group are positive to the educa

tional process, their actions may well be in the opposite direction. 

Classroom groups can be described as being cohesive for various 

reasons. ·In the previously mentioned study conducted by Back (1958) he 

investigated various "pulls" that groups have for individuals. ·Sub

jects in Back 1 s (1958) experiment worked in pairs cooperatively on a 

task. The pairs were designed in such a way as to be cohesive or non-

cohesive,. and the cohesive·pairs were arranged in the following ways: 

(1) attraction to the group because of liking for the other member; 

(2) attraction to the group because of high interest, mutually held, 

in the··task; and.(3) attraction to the group due to its prestige for 

the members. Although the reasons for cohesion varied,. Back .. (1958) 

noted that the cohesive groups in one way or another worked more 

effectively than the noncohesive groups. 

Cohesiveness in the classroom is contingent upon a number of 

factors which include the common interest among the classroom members. 

The implications of classroom cohesiveness can be both positive and 

negative, as was previously pointed out. Communications and interac

tion within a classroom bear a relationship to the level of cohesion 
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exhibited by class members. Lott and Lott (1961) give evidence to 

support the contention that communication level varies positively with 

the degree of group cohesiveness. That is, if the group is highly 

cohesive, then there will be frequent communication among group mem

bers. Johnson and Bany (1970) reveal that the amount of interaction 

and the frequency of verbal communication have a direct relationship on 

the degree to which a group is cohesive. Bany and Johnson (1964) re

late that highly cohesive groups show fewer individual differences in 

the amount of member participation than do groups low in cohesiveness. 

Bovard (1956) compared two methods of instruction in relation to 

attractiveness of the group. One teaching method, termed "group cen

tered", fostered communication between group members. The other 

teaching method, termed "leader centered", limited student-to-student 

conversation. Bovard found the "group centered" approach fostered a 

. friendly and cohesive class; also in the "group centered" class, the 

atmosphere was conducive to remove any. threat of isolation of student 

members. 

Kelley (1951) noted that group attraction or cohesiveness was 

significantly affected by the kind of structure assigned or imposed 

upon the grqup. According to Johnson and Bany. (1970) if a group is 

organized as a low-status structure, or if the instructor organizes the 

class internally into two separate groups based on students' ability, 

then the class members are likely to find the class group unattractive. 

Stienzor (1950), in a. study of spatial factors in small discussion 

groups, found that persons in groups were more likely to interact with 

others if they could see them as well as hear them. Leavitt's (1951) 

study of communication patterns and group performance noted that the 
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positions individuals occupied in a communication pattern affected 

their behavior in those positions. Also affected were the individua.l '.s. 

chances for becoming a leader·,. his satisfaction with his contribution 

to the group~ arid the·quantity of his actbrities. The.most cen.tral 

position~ or the position closest to all other positions, was noted as 

the major factor in communication patterns, Leavitt (1951) says that 

individuals who occupied this central position tended to be more satis-

fied, and just the opposite was observed for persons in peripheral 

positions. Le;:i.vitt noted the circle seating arrangement to bethe 

most satisfactory for small classes. However~ :for large classes the 

circle seating arrangement tends to place restrictions. on the communi-

cation process, Leavitt reports that when observing classes where 

students are given a free choice as to seating~ the students move 

toward the leader of the group and form.a tight~ compact group, 

The physical environment of the classroom, in .particular the 

spatial arrangement of students' desks within the clc:tssroom, has much 

significance. Biddle and Adams'.(1967) suggest that a student cannot 

fully pay attention to the ins true tor. when the proximity of o'the'r s tu-

dents is so close that it serves to distract the student. Ort the 

other hand~ Biddle and Adams say that a student who is distracted by 

others may. learn more from the students in close proximity through 

their reinterpretation of the ins true tor 1 s lee ture, 

Ba.ny and Johnson (1964).reveal the need for research in the area 

of classroom seating .arrangements. They point out that various studies 

have shown that the seating arrangement within a classroom definitely 

has a bearing upon the behavior of students within the classroom, 

Biddle and Adams ( 1967) are in accord with Barty and Johnson as they 
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state, "In no studies reviewed by the authors have the physical and 

social environments of the classroom been studied by themselves" (p. 

113). They further point out they have not discovered studies con

cerned with the effects of physical environment on instructor or stu

dent. behavior. In order to assess the physical and social environment 

of the classroom a review of social psychological literature is 

necessitated. 

The proximity of students within a classroom may have significant 

consequences upon student behavior and performance. A theory developed 

by·Snygg and Combs (1949) contended that when a person feels anxious or 

fearful in the presence of another, he has difficulty in accurately 

perceiving the world. The greater the threat that a person feels from 

another, the more pronounced is the restricting and distorting effects 

on his thoughts and perceptions concerning his environment. Combs and 

Taylor (1952) performed an experiment which serves to illustrate the 

theory of Snygg and Combs. In the experiment mild degrees of personal 

threat were introduced to subjects who were performing intellectual 

tasks. The control subjects were not exposed to personal threats. ·The 

time required to complete the task for the threatened experimental 

group was greater than the time required for the nonthreatened control 

group. 

Studies by Allport (1924) and Dashiell (1935) have investigated 

the effects of groups of people upon the individual by comparing the 

achievement of individuals who performed tasks alone with those indi

viduals who performed tasks in the presence of others. Allport and 

Dashiell were able to demonstrate, in most of their research cases, 

that the presence of other persons has a detrimental effect on the 
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intellectual functioning and a facilitating effect on simple motor 

performances. Also noted in their research was the importance of the 

complexity of the task. The presence of others in a situation has a 

more negative effect upon the individual as the complexity of the task 

increases. The significance of this social psychological research for 

classrooms can be noted in the intellectual activity of students which 

can be infh,1enced negatively by the presence of others who are perform

ing similar tasks. 

When students are involved with intellectual tasks the need for 

adequate work space becomes evident as one examines the concept of 

"personal space." Personal space is defined as "an area with invisible 

boundaries surrounding a person's body into which intruders may not 

come" (Sommer, 1964, p. 26). Personal space may, be thought of as a 

"bubble" surrounding an individual's body that is an extension of his 

self. The most obvious such extension is a person's clothing.or other 

body decorations which are often .considered by both self and others as 

a facade or "presentation" of the self (Goffman, 1959). ·However,. it is 

quite obvious that personal space extends considerably, beyond one's 

clothing, as evidenced by the disorientations that occur when people 

of differing cultures,. races, and backgrounds come into contact with 

one another. Felipe and Sommer (1966) have demonstrated that invasion 

of one's personal space (distance) has a disruptive effect and can 

produce reactions ranging from flight at one extreme, to agonistic 

display at the other. 

·Lyman and Scott(1967) point out that personal space is a situa

tional variable and analogous to "territoriality." Sommer (1969) says 

that "territoriality" refers to behavior toward an area that is 
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distinctively identified with an individual and may be defended by the 

)? 
'::individual. Privacy and personal space share much in common, especial-

ly in regard to the consequences of violating these ~reas (Newson, 

1971). Schwartz (1968) relates that although there is some relation-

ship between privacy and personal space, privacy, unlike personal 

space, is entirely situational and does not always travel with the 

person's body, and the notion of boundaries is even more ambiguous. 

Little (1965) noted that social distance is highly correlated with 

physical distance in "live" situations. Gottheil, Corey, and Paredes 

(1968) tested Little's proposition by investigating .the degree of 

psychological distance of subjects from interviewer, as measured by a 

projective test, and physical distance from the interviewer, as main-

tained by the subjects, in actual interview. Gottheill, et al., (1968) 

concluded that: 

, .. the data lend support to Little's theoretical position, 
in that, psychological distance as measured by a projective 
technique was found to be related to overt behavior in a real 
interaction. When a subject feels close to an interviewer 
he maintains less physical distance from that interviewer 
during the interview (pp. 8-9). 

Hall (1966) indicates the effect of space upon human perception. 

"At sixteen feet, the body begins to be imperceivable; only the white 

of the eye is visible. Head size is perceived as considerably under 

·life-size" (p. 177). He stated further that: 

most actors know that at thirty or more feet the subtle 
shades of meaning conveyed by tQe normal voice are lost as 
are the details of facial expression and movement. Not only 
the voice but everything else must be exaggerated or ampli
fied. Much of the nonverbal part of the communication shifts 
to gestures and body stance. In addition, the tempo of the 
voice drops, words are enunciated more clearly, and there are 
stylistic changes as well .... The whole man may be seen as 
quite small and he is perceived in a setting. Foveal vision 
takes in more and more of the man until he is entirely within 



the small circle of sharpest vision. At which point--when 
people look like ants--contact with them as human beings 
fades rapidly (p. 120). 

Schmuck (1971) relates the possible effect of having students 

working in close proximity, especially when a student is working in 
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near proximity to those with whom the student feels insecure. Schmuck 

(1971) points out that the student's level of performance on complex 

activities is reduced and the extent to which the student can function 

in an intellectual manner is considerably reduced, 

Adams and Biddle (1970) state that "the world of the classroom is 

not a very big one, but if our research is any indication some of it is 

rather remote from the teacher" (p. 89). In addition it is suggested 

that distance determines what kind of interaction is possible. It was 

inferred by Adams and Biddle (1970) that the relationships between the 

instructor and the students who inhabit distant corners of the room are 

likely to be the relationships that reflect social distance. On the 

other hand, the students sitting closer to the instructor are likely to 

be socially closer as well. 

Further evidence of group pressures can be noted in Asch 1 s (1952) 

writing of his observations of the modification of individual's judg-

ment in experimental groups. Asch (1952) observed that distortions 

noted in action, judgment, and, to some extent, perception were a con-

sequence of pressures from the social sphere, not necessarily of the 

internal tendencies whose source is found within the individual him-

self, He further noted that individuals who succumbed to the majority 

would have acted in an entirely sensible way had they been spared the 

warping influence of the group. Brown (1965) pointed out that there 

appears to be an almost certain tendency for members of a group to move 
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toward agreement. Agreement occurs when there is no instruction to 

reach a consensus. It occurs when there is no opportunity. to argue . 

. It also occurs, incipiently, when the members do not know one another's 

beliefs and opinions but can.only estimate them. Furthermore,. it 

occurs when the positive relations among the members are very weak. 

As a result of his experiments,, Asch (1954) found that "to yield under 

the given conditions is to subordinate one's authentic mental processes 

to those of others" (p. 468). And where this occurs the "shared action 

that rests on the voluntary or involuntary suppression of individual 

experience is a malignant sociological process," (pp. 495-496) because 

there is an obvious personal difference between the reactions 
of independence and yielding. To be independent is to assert 
the authentic value of one's own experience; to yield is to 
deny. the evidence that cannot be assimilated--to renounce a 

.condition upon which one's capacity to function depends in 
an essential way(p. 497). 

In a discussion of student types Crary (1969) examines what he 

terms the alienated student. The alienated student, according to 

Crary, is one who has been endowed with a negative view of life and 

social relationship. Crary (1969) further points out that much of the 

alienation held by students is a result of the social institutions, in 

particular the educational institutions. Crary suggests that alienated 

students ar~ not few. in number; therefore, .. it is nec·essary · that an 

examination of the educational influences upon alienation be undertaken. 

The concept of alienation is difficult to define. Becker (1967) 

relates that the word has been used to cover almost anything .. Becker 

further points out that those who use the concept of alienation say 

everyone is alienated in one way or another. Lewis Feuer (1963) traced 

the concept of alienation from Calvin through Marx and the young 
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Hegelians up through Erich Fromm of the present day. Feuer (1963) says 

of alienation: 

It lies in every direction of human experience where basic 
emotional desire is frustrated, every direction in which the 
person may be compelled by social situations to do violence 
to his own nature. Alienation is used to convey the emotional 
tone which accompanies any behavior in which the person is 
compelled to act self-destructively; that is the most general 
definition of alienation, and its dimensions will be as varied 
as human desire and need (p. 43). 

The value of the instructor is clearly pointed out by Havighurst 

and Neugarten (1967), They relate that the climate and social environ-

ment of the classroom are in many ways directly influenced by the 

teacher's own behavior. They further suggest the implications of 

student and instructor dissociation. When the instructor is held in 

high regard, he may serve to be influential in defining the classroom 

situation. On the other hand, if the instructor is held in low esteem 

by students, he loses much of his prerogative to contribute to the 

definition of the situation. 

Gordon (1955) relates that a significant amount of conflict may 

result when there are two sets of requirements in the classroom. One 

set is represented by the instructor, and the other set arises from the 

informal student system. Another observation by Gordon is in instruc-

tor interaction with students as a possible source of conflict between 

the authority of the instructor and the expectations of the informal 

group. Consequently, Gordon suggests that conflict may be minimized as 

a result of the way in which the instructor articulates the require-

ments of both formal and informal systems within the classroom. 

In regard to the power in the classroom, David Johnson (1970) 

suggests that the complementary roles of the students and teachers in 
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the classroom make them dependent upon one another. However, due to 

the hierarchical structure of the classroom, the students are more 

dependent upon the instructor than the instructor is upon the students, 

according to Johnson (1970). Johnson°s review of theories relating to 

power reveals that the power of a person is contingent upon the per

son 1 s ability to provide the satisfactions and rewards desired by 

others from this person, Thus, the power of an instructor resides in 

his ability to motivate students to the goals of the instructor. 

Johnson contends that if students do not value the goals of the in• 

structor, or cannot recognize the instructor 1 s goals~ then the students 

will become relatively independent of the instructor. 

Flanders (1964) has noted that there are a number of different 

factors which affect the pattern of influence used by the instructor. 

Some of these factors include the subject matter being taught, the age 

and maturity of the students, the instructor~s teaching style» and the 

nature of the class. The authority structure in the classroom reveals 

that the teacher 1 s basis of power resides in his role as teacher, How

ever, the authority of the teacher 0 s role is maintained only so long as 

the students recognize and support the instructor's authority. 

·Summary 

An overview of the literature reviewed in the preceding pages 

reveals that sociological and social psychological contributions to the 

study of classrooms has primarily pointed out the need to study the 

classroom as a social environment. By focusing on group proc;:esses 

which serve to facilitate social interaction among students and teach

ers a better understanding may be gained of the social environment of 
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the classroom. 

The reviewed areas of research revealed the need for additional 

studies on classroom group processes. While the literature reviewed 

gives evidence of the nature of the classroomp there are areas where a 

haitus exists; such areas include student alienation to the class, 

social and physical distance of students to instructor~ effects of 

classroom group cohesivenessj and student perception of instructors in 

regard to powerj activity~ and value. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL STATEMENT 

Interrelationship of Existing Knowledge 

and Present Study 

The present study is social psychological in nature and pertains 

to the interactional schema of the instructor and students in the 

classroom social environment. The literature reviewed indicates so~e 

contradictory findings. In particular» group cohesiveness research 

tends to indicate both favorable and unfavorable conditions for the 

educational process, For the purposes of this study, group cohesive

ness is used as an indicator of social control and focu~ of attention 

in the classroom as a group process. Studies on spatial factors in the 

classroom .have mainly been concerned with seating ~rrangernents, espe

cially seating arrangements that enhance teacher~to-student and 

student-to-student communication. Research has provided only limited 

evidence as to the effects of physical distance between students in 

relation to social control and focus of attention in the classroom as 

a group process. 

In this study communication in the classroom is regarded as being 

achieved when students have the opportunity to communicate with one 

another as well as with the instructor and vice versa. Since communi

cation is dual in nature, it is important that the instructor and the 
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students "be h,eard" and "heat;" The:r;efore~ this study b,as as cme o~ 

its objectives the investigation of a two-way communication sy$tem 
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. (mic+ophones ;for <?-11 c;:lass members) and the effecl:is Qf this systei;n on 

social control and focus of attentiol). Rese.;irch in .. this area is sQme"' 

what lim:i,t;ed, although the existing literature tends to reflect that 

communication must be two~way for the educational process to be most 

successful. 

Student al:i.enationwithin the classroom is a phenomenon thl!lt has 

received, in the main, only a l:i,m:i,ted amount of attention. Th' exist

ing literature on student alienation to the classroom is without 

empirical research verification. In this research alienation of stu~ 

dents to the class is investigated, The evidence provide9 by this 

study on stµdent alienation to the classroom should serve to help fill 

the haitus existing in the literature, 

Inst;rqctor value~ power, and activity, as perceived by students, 

have important consequences for the classroom, as has been rev~aled in 

the litetature. The present st;udy examines the views of students in 

regard to their perceptions of the instructor's value, power, and 

activity, 8y looking at students' views of instructors in varying 

types of classroom arrangements and varying methods of instruction, 

this research serves to facilitate a greater understanding of classrooµi 

social and physical envirq1U11ents. 

Social distan9e of students to the instructor is a tactQr that ha.s 

implications for the social environment of the Glassroom. As pointed 

out in the literature review» social distance within the classroo~ is a 

variable that aids in understanding the extent to which interaction may 

occur in the classrqqm. Presently under investigation, social distance 
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is examined in relationship to varying types of classroom arrangements 

and varying methods of instrl,lction. 

Exploratory Hypotheses 

Major exploratory.hypotheses investigated are a,& fallows; 

1. There is no significant difference in class cohesiveness with 

regard to varying methoda of instruction and changed .spatial rela,tion-

ships of members of the class, (p::;.05) 

2, There is no significant difference in student alienation to 

class benefit with regard to varying methods of instruction and changed 

spatial relationships of members of the class, (p::;,05) 

3. There is no significant difference in preferred social d£s-............................ ....,.,........ 

tance to the instructor with regard to varying methods of. instruction 

and changed spatial relationships of members of the class, (p::;.O?) 

4. '.(here is no significant difference in perceived value of the ...---

instructor with regard to varying methods of instruction and changed 

. spatial relationships of members of the class. (p::;.05) 

5. There is no significant difference in perceived potency .2.f the 

inst.ructor with regard to varying methods of instruction and changed 

spatial relationships of members of the class. (p==. 05) 

6. There is no significant difference in perceived activity ,g1 
µ,;' 

. the i,ns sruc tor with regard to varying methods of ins true ti on and 

changed spatial relationships of members of the class. (p::;.05) 

7. There is no significant difference between males and females 

in regard to alienation to class benefiL (p::;,05) 

8, There is no significant difference between males and females 

in regard to class cohesiveness, (p=.05) 
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9, The~e is no significant difference between males and females 

in regard to socid distance 1£ the ins~ructor. (P"". 05) 

10. There is no significant difference between males and femal~s 

in regard to perceived power of the instructor, (p=.05) 

11. There is no significant difference between males and females 

in regarc,l to perceived activity .2f ~ instr1,1ctor. (p=.05) 

12. There is no significant difference between males and females 

in regard to the value 2f the instructor. (p=;Q5) 

The above exploratory hypotheses serve to facilitate other inves-

tigations which will be developed in the context of the analysis of 

data chapter. Once significant diffeDences were fo1,1nd, the task then 

became that of locating where the differences were, Consequently, the 

above given hypotheses serve to generate additional investi,gations 

which present a more accurate description of the social processes 

operating within the classroom, 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms are defined in relation to their use in this 

study, 

Alienation to Class Benefit,--A social-psychological condition of 
. . -.- ' 

persons which involves estrangement from the classroom. In this study 

alienation to the class is viewed in degrees along a continuum repre~ 

senting the amount of influence students have and the benefit derived 

from the ciass. 

Class Cohesiveness.-·Refers to the attraction of the group, 

resistance to leaving it, motivation of group members to participate 

in the group, and coordination of the efforts of members (Cartwright 
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and Zander, 1960). In the present study, cla~s cohesiveness is meas-

ured in degrees along a continuum by assessing student feelings with 

regard to attraction to the class, willingness to defend the class, and 

the cooperation within the class. 

·Social Distance.--Refers to a social area that exists between 

individuals, as well as between groups, in regard to the social accept-

ance of groups and of individuals. By using.a continuum with degrees 

of social distance, this study measures the social acceptance of stu-

dents to their instructor. 

Perceived Power of the Instructor.--Refers to the students' feel-

ings about the instructor in regard to the instructor's ability. to 

exert influence in maintaining and controlling the focus of attention 

in the classroom. 

Perceived Activity of the Instructor.--Refers to the students' 

perception of the activity level of the instructor, which includes 

instructor's ability to interest, excite, and create activity among 

students. 

Perceived Value of the Instructor.--Refers to the students' per-

ception of the worth of the instructor, which includes perceived 

instructor's attitude~ toward the class. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

Introduction 

This chapter is composed of two·parts; one concerns Ph,ase I of 

the study~ and the other involves Phase II. Phase I was conducted in 

an attempt to gain a better understanding of the l,"esearc:;,h instrume,nts 

and +esearch design. In Pha,se II efforts were made to incorporate, the 

recommendations steroniing from Phase I for improving the design and 

instruments. It was telt that Phase I was essential for a study su9h 

as this since electronic equipment and various classroom arrangements 

were required and cooperation was needed from instructors, administra~ 

tors, and studen~s. 

Phase I Methods and Design 

In order to obtain an evaluation of the instruments and research 

desi~n, Phase I was conducted in three O~laqoma State University class

es of introductory sociology. Two of these classes were designated as 

control classes, and the other class was used as an experimental class, 

There were two instructors teaching the classes; one instructor taught 

a regular section of introductory sociology (N=49) which was one of the 

control groups, The other instructor taught a control clas$ (N=l9) and 

the experimental class (N=22). The two classes with the smallest N 
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were honors introductory sections. 

The experimental class involved various classroom arrangements and 

various methods of instruction. In the experimental class for the 

first four weeks the method of instruction and arrangement of the 

classroom was lecture and traditional row and column seating arrange~ 

ment. Dur~ng the next four week period the experimental class was 

arranged in such a manner that students were seated approximately four 

feet apart from one another in every direction; the method of instruc• 

tion for this period was lecture. The next four week period tor the 

experimental class involved retaining the distance of four feet apart 

among students; however~ the method of instruction was changed. ihe 

method of instruction shifted from lecture to,student panel presenta~ 

tions. This type of instruction required the students to participate 

two at a time in front of the class with the instructor, A table was 

present in the classroom, and the two students and the instructor then 

became the primary means of instruction. 

Complications arose during the last four week period and changes 

were made in the research design. The last four week period was to 

have involved a two·way communication system. Due to technical prob· 

lems, the communications system was dropped, and the experimental class 

continued to operate in the same manner as the third four week period. 

The method of instruction for the control classes was lecture, and 

the classroom arrangement was traditional row and column seating, Con~ 

trol classes operated under this method for the entire semester. 

At the end of each four week time period the experimental class 

and the control classes were administered a series of questions. These 

questions served to measure student alienation to class benetit, class 



cohesiveness. social distance to the instructQr and perceive<;l vo;i.lue, 

.activity, and power of the instruct9r. Students in all three classes 

received the same instruments, and the ;instruments administered at 

time·l were essentially the same instruments administer~d at time·Z 

an.d time·3. 

ln·Fhase·~ c~ass cohesiveness was measured by a modified version 

.of· Seashore's ·(l.954) Group Cohesiveness.;tndex (see Appendix A). This 

index was scored by placing the possible scores on a continuum wit~ 

values ranging from. l to 5 .for each ;item. A ''l" value :i,.ndiqated high 

cohesiveness and the ''5" value indicated low cphesiveness. Student 

alienation to class benefit was assessed by using Clark's (1959) meas-

·ure of alienation modified (see Appendix A), .Scoring of this instru· 

ment was condqcted by assigning the scores on a continuu~ ranging from 

"O", which ind:i,<;:atecl very little alienation, to "4", which indicated 

high degree of alienation to class benefit • 

. social distance to the instructor was measured by asking the 

students their preference as to wher~ they desired to sit in the class• 

room in reference to their ipstructor. Appendix A gives the instrument 

which shows tha,t students could make a selection of ~ow preferences 

ranging .from row l through row 8. Scoring of the instrument involved 

assigning row·l as very little social distance, to row8 which indi

cated very much social distance. 

The instrument used to assess student perception of the instruc

tor1 s value, activity, and power was the Osgood (1957) Semantic Differ

ential (see Appendix A). The scale ~mploys pairs of bi~polar adjec

tives, which are ass;i.gned wei,ghts from "O" to 11 611 ,. with "O" va!ues 

indicating much power, high value, and high activity. 
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ln addition,to ·the above instruments, students were also ~dminis

tered questions in regard to their age, se~, major, hometown size, and 

marital status. l'his descriptive infori;nation .was obtainied in order to 

check the homogeneity of the samples. 

Students in the experimental class were administered an open-ended 

questionnaire at the end of the semester, This questionnaire was 

designed in such a manner as to allow the students to express their 

views on being spa~ed four feet apart, being rotat~d to the front of 

the room for their presentation,-being .required to shift met~ods of 

instruction, and being required to complete the questionnaires eve~~ 

four weeks, 

Evaluation of Phase I Methodology 

It was learned from Phase I that tbe shifting of student~ in the 

experimental class every four wee~s tended to have a negAtive effect, 

Thi,s observa,t;iori·was based on the instructor's views, .f!.S well as the 

apen~ended questionnaire that the students in the experimental ~la~s 

responded to, Experimental class students were, in the main, negativ~ 

on all points about the experiment; however~ the shifting from one 

procedure to another appeared to receive the strongest criticism by 

the st4dents. 

In addition to changing class methods and arrangenients, evidence 

·was provided from Phase I that the cohesiveness index was limited. 

Since only one question was used to directly measure cohesiveness~ it 

was felt that this measure was probably a poor reflection of the under~ 

lying cohesiveness or uncohesiveness in the ciassroQIII. 
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Another observation made in Phase I was the techpical dif ftcul tY 

in implementing the two-way cominunications system. Attempts to install 

the equipment were thwarted by personnel within the university system. 

Data ;Ear Phase II were obtained froill students enrolled in four 

sociology classes at Southwestern State College, Weatherford, Oklahoma, 

and the instructors of these classes. The classes used for this study 

included two sections of introductory sociplogy and two sect;ions of 

social problems. One instructor taught the social problems classes, 

and one instructor taught the introductory sociology classes. Table l 

gives the descriptive characteristics of the sample by class and time 

period, 

ln the design of this research~ four college c1assro~ms were used. 

Classroom I Phase II was a conventional classroom setting with students 

seated in the trc;i.ditional row and column arrangement. ',L'he method of 

instruction for classroom I P Il was lecture. This classroom was 

designated as control, Classroom II P II was arranged in such a manner 

as to provide a distance of four feet between all students, The method 

of instruction for classroom II P II was lectu~e. Classroom lII P II 

was arranged in such a manner that students were spaced four feet apart 

from one another. The method of instruction for classroom Ill P II was 

panel discussion type of class. Students were required after the first 

week of c1ass to assist the instructor with the presentation of class 

materials. The procedur~ involved ope or two students per class meet

ing being responsible for certain course material, such as textbook 

chapters. Classroom IV P lI was arranged with four feet of distance 



TABLE .. I 

'DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PHASE II SAMPLE 

Classroom .r Classroom II Classroom III Cb.ssroom IV 
Control Space S_pace-Panel Space-l?anel-2-way 

. ~ommunica,tion 

Number of .Time 1 34 28 27 18 
Respondents Time 2 33 25 25 17 

Time 3 34 15 27 19 

Number of Time 1 17 15 20 .n 
Males Time· 2 16 13 18 9 

Time 3 17 ] 20 '11 

Number of Time 1 17 '13 7 7 
Females Time 2 .·17 12 7 8 

Time 3 17 8 7 8 

Number of Freslunen in Classes * 16 ] 15 8 

. * .Number of Sophomores in Classes 11 12 4 7 

* Number of Juniors in.'Classes ] 9 6 3 

.Number of Seniors in Classes* 2 1 4 2 

** 19 .57 19. 77 19.52 20.44 Mean ACT Score 

** 3.-01 2.87 2.67 2.92 Mean College GPA 

** Mean H. S. GPA 3.10 3.03 2.78 2.92 

* Maximum number .of stud€nts in each class is used in this reporting, . therefore, the total of the 
classifications for each class will vary from total classriJom N,, since not all students were pr-esent 
at each measurement period. 

** ·self-report mechanism used to obtain the data on High School GPA~ College GPA, and ACT Score. "" \D 
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separating.students' desks, The type of instructiQn for t~is ciassroom 

was the same as classroom III P II~ that of pa.ne). di.$cussion type, 

Classroom IV P ll also P.ad a two-way communication syste~ which con• 

sisted of a microphone for all class members and the instructor, 

·Students in classroom :i;v P l;I were instructed p.t the beginning of the 

·class to speak over the·microphone when talking in class. According 

to the instructor in classroom IV P II, the students quickly caught on 

to the·routine of speaking over the microphone. 

The above described procedures were carried out in the four clas~~ 

rooms during the 1972 spring semester. ·Since difficulties were encoun• 

tered in Phase I in shifting students from.one method and classroom 

arrangement to another, it was decided that the classes should be 

conducted ~ll semester with the same procedure, 

Another change was made in Phase II that arose out of P~ase ~. 

-This change inv9lved administering the researchinst:ruments at five.

week intervals, rathet;" than the foUl;-week intervals employed in l'hase 

I. It was felt that an adequate measure could be made every five 

weeks,. thereby creating less interruption in the clas~room. The in

struments used to assess the students' feelings on the areas under 

study required approximately fifteen to twenty minutes to fill out. 

Accordingly, any reduction in time required to·measure was felt desir~ 

able by both researcher and participating instructors. 

Instruments 

Instruments employed to assess student feelings on the various 

areas in Phase·II were essentially the sawe as the· ones used in Phase 

I. On social dif:ltance to the instructor, stµdents were asked to select 
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their row of seating preference in regard to the instructor (see 

Appendix A). In regard to alienation to class benefit, Clark's (1959) 

measure of alienation modified was employed (see Appendix A). Student 

perception of the instructor's value, power~ and activity was assessed 

by the Osgood (1957) semantic differential scale, which employs bi

polar adjective choices. Alienation to class benefit, social distance, 

and student perception of instructor power, activity, and value were 

measured with the same instruro~nts employed in Phase I. 

Cohesiveness of the class was evaluated by Seashore's (1954) group 

cohesiveness index modified (see Appendix A). In addition to Sea

shore's (1954) modified instrument~ another measure of cohesiveness 

was employed" In Phase I the cohesiveness measure was limited in that 

only one item was used to evaluate how cohesive the classes were, 

Therefore, an addition was made with a cohesiveness index that has 

been suggested by Bany and Johnson (1964). The Bany and Johnson cohe

siveness index serves to complement and build upon Seashore's instru.

ment, especially when employed in the classroom. Appendix B contains 

the additional cohesiveness index, and it lends itself to scoring by 

assigning weighted values of "l" to "5"~ with the value "l" being 

highly cohesive, and the value "5" being less cohesive. 

Administration of the instruments was made to the students in all 

classes during the fifth» tenth, and fifteenth week of classes. The 

same instrument was used at the various time periods; however, items 

were rearranged in an attempt to correct for students who have a 

tendency to respond in a set mannero On the first day of classes 

students also filled out a questionnaire designed to evaluate their 

seating preferences to various instructors (see Appendix C). This 
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instrument was administered in an attempt to establish the normative 

pattern of seating preference to various types of instru~tors, stereo

typed instructors~ best instructors, and worst instructors. 

In addition to the preceding instruments, an interview was con

ducted with the two instructors during the fifth, tenth, and fifteenth 

week. A structured interview format (see Appendix D) was designed for 

use with the instructors" During this interview an attempt was made to 

find out how the instructors felt about student-to-student:, student-to

teacher, and teacher-to-student comrounicati9n. Efforts were also made 

to elicit responses from the instructors about the over .. all atmosphere 

of the class--friendly, repressive, apprehensive, enthusiastic, hos

tile, etc. ·Special emphasis was placed upon trying to obtain the 

instructors' honest feelings about the various instructional methods 

and classroom arrangements» in particular, such matters as comfort and 

ease with the various classroom arrangements and methods of instruc

tion. Additional areas of the instructor interview can be noted in 

the interview schedule (see Appendix D). 

Procedures 

Cooperation was obtained from the instructors of the classes, the 

administration of the college, and the students of the classes before 

the implementation of the electronic equipment and questionnaires. ·In 

addition to cooperation to conduct the study, the instructors were 

asked their willingness to employ various methods of instruction. On 

instructor, A, was reluctant to use microphones in the class, Instruc

tor Awas also hesitant about using students in the presentation of 

class materials. However, instructor A had no objections to spacing 
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students four feet apart. Therefore, Glassrooms I P II and II P ~I 

were assigned to instructor A. Instructor B was willing to use a two

way COPlJllUnication system and use students in classroom panel discus

sions. 

Prior to the beginning of classes the instructors were briefed to 

pay particular attention to student reaction in regard to communica~ 

tion, and the general atmosphere of the class. On the first day. of 

classes the students were asked their will;i.ngness to cooperate in an 

exploratory study which focused on the environment of the classroom. 

Students' acceptance of the study was, in the main~ po~itive; however, 

those who were not in accord were allowed to change sections, Two 

students from classroom IV P II changed sections, and the reason given 

was tqe requirement of classroom presentation, No other students 

changed sections because of the study. 

Instructors of the classes under study reported that students 

were, in the main, content to participate in the study, Coope~ation 

obtained in Phase I was not as favorable as in Phase II, From Phase I 

it was learned that any time one invades the classroom for research 

purposes, students like to have some idea of what is going on. There

fore,. in Phase II sincere efforts were made to inform the students of 

the significance and importance of their cooperation, 

Statistical Tools 

In the statistical analysis of the data two statis.tical tests were 

employed. First, the analysis of variance was employed to test for 

differences among the classroom groups and time periods. The analysis 

of variance was also used to assess differences among males and 
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.females, instl:'uctors, and classification of studellts. Assumptions 

required i~ usin~ the.analysis of variance are normality o( the distl:'i~ 

bution, independent random samples, homogeneity of val:'iances, and the 

null hypothesis is that population means are equal (Blalock,,1972). 

The analysh of variance·procedure·produces·the· F·ratio which.is 

·typically considered a method for determining. the significance of 

observed differences among the means of particular groups of scores 

(Veldman, 1967). In the present study, sample·sizes w~re 4nequal; 

therefore,.it was necessary to adjust the various cell N's. The pro~ 

ced'l,lre used to compensate for unequal cell N's was·the calculation of 

harmonic mean values in the cells (alalock,.1972, and Veldman,. 1~67). 

·Although the analysis of variance is essentially. involved with calcu• 

la ting d;i.ffei;-ences in 111ean size, it does not work direc tlY with roea;ps; 

rather it works with t.he variances of the sample, 

With multiple coroparisons of means~. the analysis of variance is 

'limited in that it does not provide information as to the specific mean 

differences. ·lf the hypothesis of equal means is rejected-by use of 

analysis of variance~. this does not specify. that every 'll!ean sample 

differs· sign:i,ficantly. from every other sample mean (Roscoe,. 1969). 

When the research design allows for unequal sample sizes,. as does this 

research, the·mean differences of sa~ples becomes a function of sample 

sizes. 

The procedure selected ~or analysis of multiple co111parison of 

means. for this research is Tukey 1s (1949) procedure. The technique 

designed by Tukey provides a way of testing each sample mean against 

all other ·means. The procedure for comparing .various sample means after 

the analysis of. variance has been calculated is post-hoc a~alysis, 
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since it comes after the initial analysis. With the Tukey procedure, 

one iS required to make the homoscedasticity assumption. A check wa.s 

·made in Phase I for homogeneity of variance. The evidence that,: hqmo .. 

·geneity of variance existed even in the most extreme samples was so 

strong in Fhase I that homoscedasticity was felt to e~ist in Phase II. 

·In the data analysis,~ use of the analysis of variance has certain 

limitations. Since the classroom groups were repeatedly sampled over 

time~ there is a question which emerges about the independence of 

samples at the various time periods. The assumption made in this study 

was that the time periods under observation were independent of one 

another. It is possible that a c;:arry-over effect did exist from time 1 

to time 2 to time 3~ which may serve as a violation of the independence 

assumption. However~ in light of statistical subjective dec;:isions,.it 

was decided in this study that an adequate sample size was present for 

the classes under study~ and that the violation of the independence 

assumption would have minor effects on the whole study. 

The computation of the analysis of variance was performed at the 

·Oklahoma State University. Computer Center, The program used for·this 

analysis is in Appendix F, Veldroan (1967) is the author of this pro

gram which allows one to have a doub'i.e or triple classification in the 

analysis of variance. A unique feature of this program over other 

analysis of variance programs is the program's capacity to handle 

unequal cell Nus. Veldman 1 s program uses the harmonic mean values for 

the cell values upon which the analysis of variance is calculated. 

Ev.;:i.luation of Phase II Methodology 

As with much exploratory research and experimentation~ one 
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encounters both anticipated and unanticipated difficulties. The 

methodology employed in this study benefitted from the first phase of 

the study; however, certain problems did arise, One of the major prob

lems encountered was the lack of information obtained from the instruc• 

tors during the interviews. Another difficulty which could not be 

anticipated was mechanical failure with the two~way communication 

system. The two-way communication system did not function properly. for 

two class meetings. The effects of this failure present problems in 

trying to assess its significance. 

In evaluating Phase 11 methodology, it is important to point out 

that, in generalp Phase II ran more smoothly than did Phase I·· Stu~ 

dents in the classes under study served as willing respondents; how~ 

ever~ there is evidence which suggests they did not develop "response 

sets" or give "so-called" desirable responses. Additional comments on 

the methodology of Phase II will be presented in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF.FlNDINGS 

Introduction 

Remaining within the theoretical orientation and methodological 

design presented in the preceding chapters, this research attempted to 

explore the relationship of selected factors in the classroom. This 

chapter reports the findings of Phase I, as well as the findings of 

Phase I~· In both phases of the study an effort was made to examine 

the relationship of varying methods of instruction and various class

room arrangements to the following: (1) Student alienation to class 

benefit,. (2) Social distance of students to instructor,. (3) Class cohe

siveness. and (4) Student perception of the value, activity, and power 

of the instructor. 

Findings of Phase·! 

The e~ploratory hypotheses presented in Chapter II served as the 

basis for data analysis in Phase I. These exploratory hypotheses 

served to generate the testing of other possible relationships; there

fore, the analysis involved testing each major hypothesis first, and, 

if significance was found~ then other relationships were tested. 

The first hypothesis stated there is no significant difference in 

class cohesiveness with regard to varying methods of instruction and 

37 
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changed spatial relationships of members of the class~ (p;::;.05) In 

order to test this hypothesis, the analysis of variance was cpmputed. 

No signi:J;icant differences were found at the .05 level, as can be noted 

in Table u;. 

TABLE II 

ANALYSIS OF VARlANCE RESULTS ON CLASS COHESIVENESS 

Source of Mean Degrees C!>f Prqbabi li ty 
Variation Square Freedom F-Ratio Level 

Between 2,02 8 

Time .70 2 .37 .70 

Group 4. 76 2 2.53 . 08 

'l;'ime X: Group 1.32 4 .70 .60 

'Within 1.88 246 

Total 1.89 254 

Hypothesis two stated there is no·significant difference in stu,. 

dent alienation to class benefit with regard to varying methods of 

instruction and changed spatial relationships of members of the class. 

(p;::;.05) In order to test this hypothesis the analysis of variance was 

calculated. A significant difference at the .03 level was ~ound among 

the three classroom groups as can be observed in Table III. 



TABLE III 

ANAL~SIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS ON STUDENT 
ALIENATION TO CLASS BENEFIT 
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Source of Mean Degrees of Probabi 1i ty 
Variation Square Freedom F-Ratio Level 

Between 9.10 8 

l'ime 9.16 2 1.20 .30 

Group 26.51 2 3.47 ,03 

Time X Group 1.55 4 .20 .94 

Within 7.64 246 

Total 7. 71 254 

In order to locate where the major differences were among the 

classes~ the Tukey technique was employed. In the computation of the 

l'ukey technique the results reported in the analysis of variance table 

were used. Specifically, the mean square within and the group mean 

square, as well as "the degrees of freedom associated with each, are 

used in the computation. When the Tukey technique is employed in the 

remainder of th~s chapter, the COll1putation is based upon the analysis 

of variance results reported in the table preceding the. :t;aple: employing 

ithe .Tukey. of rrieians·;and-mean·di.fferences; 

Xable IV presents the class group means and mean differences. The 

significant mean differences were found by computation of the Tukey 

technique. For the sake of clarity. on Table lV and the forthcoming 
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.. 
tables employi,ng ·the Tukey technique computation, it should be observed 

that the an~lysi~ involved obtaining.the mean square within and the 

·mean square for groups atl.d the degrees of freedom associated with ea.ch 

from Table· u;r. Although specific mention of the computational proce-

dure is not m.;tde with the rest of the·tables reporting signi,ficant mean 

differences,. the reader is now prepared to check the findings reported 

on mean di~ferences. Another point of clarification on the r~porting 

of the·findings is the abbreviations of the classroom gtoups and 

phases. Classroom one Phase I is abbreviated as classroom.IP !. 

TABLE .IV 

A.LIENATION TO CLASS BENEFIT:t1EANSANP MEAN D!FFERENC~S 

Classtoom 
Groups 

Classt'oom 
Control 

I :i.' 

Classro1:>m ::U 
p I Control 

. Cl.ass:r:oom Ill 
p I'E:x:per;i.-
mental 

l 

Means (N) 

2.75 (52) 

.1.54 (138) 

'2 .zs (65) 

, . C~~Hlrt:i~·:UJ; 
Classroom I Class!,"oom lI .. P f il!:itperi-
·p~ l;~Co).1tt::ol P I· Control mental 

2,75 1.54 

1.21* Q.47 

o. 74 

Mean difference required for significance at .05 level l,.08 

*Signi:fi.ca.nt P :s:i • 05 
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From table IV it can be observed that control grqup two was s~g~ 

·nificantly. less alienated to class benefit t~p was control group ope 

(P ~ . 05). As can be noted f'):'om. the observatfon of the means group II 

Phase I, which was the regular size introductory class, was the least 

alienated to class benefit, Groups· I P I and III P I weJ;"e taught by 

·the same instructor; therefore, .instructor influence and class size may 

provide the explanation for this finding. 

Further analysis on alienation to class ·benefit reveal$ that stu· 

dents were somewhat less alienated to class benefit at time one than 

ther were at ti~es two and three. Caution must be exercised since the 

F .. ratip on time was not significant at the . 05 level; l;ioweve:i:: ~ by 

observation of the group and time means it appears t~t students w~re 

less alienated to class benefit in.the early part at the semester. 

Table V contains the means for the groups at the various time periods. 

TABLE·v 

Al-IENATION TO CLASS.BENEFIT GROUP BY 'I'IME ME.ANS 

Cl.assroom I Classroom II . Classroom I,II :e I 
P I Control (N) p I Control (N) 'Experimental (N) 

Time 1 2.05 (19) -1.35 (49) 1.95 . (22) 

Time 2 ·3,13 (15) 1.85 (46) 2.43 (21) 

Time 3 . 3.05 (18) 1.42 (43) . 2~45 (22) 
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Observation of the means in Table V reveals that students were 

generally less alienated in the early part of the s~mester. The 

author's interpretation of this table is that the honors students in 

classrooms IP I and III PI were expecting to,obtain more benefit fr0!11 

the class than they received. In order to be classified as an honors 

student one must have a high test score from the American College 

Testing Program, a high intelligence quotient~ and demonstrate the 

desire and ability to do above average college wor~. Therefore, when 

teaching an honors class, as the author of this paper has done, the 

teacher must be willing to challenge the students with interesting and 

thought~stimulating ideaso Apparently the instructor under observation 

was not providing the challenge the students in the honors classes 

desired. 

The third exploratory hypothesis stated there is no significant 

difference in preferred social distance to the instructor with regard 

to varying methods of instruction and changed spatial relationships of 

members of the classo (p~.05) Analysis of variance was made in order 

to test this hypothesis. As can be noted in Table VI below, the time 

element was significant at the 002 level. The differences among the 

groups did not reach the .05 criterion; however, the .07 significance 

level should be considered as approaching a significant differenaeo 



TABLE VI 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS ON PREFER.RED 
SOCIAL DISTANCE TO THE INSTRUCTOR 
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Source of M:ean Degrees of Probability 
Varii;i.tion Square Freedom F-Ratio Level 

Between 5.99 8 

Time 13.37 2 3.91 .02 

Group 8.90 2 2.60 . 07 

Time· X Group 0.84 4 ,25 .91 

Within 3.42 246 

Total 3.50 254 

Since the time element was signUicant beyond the .05 level, the 

Tukey. technique was employed to ascertain what time periods were sig-

nificantly. different, Table VII reveals that the greatest mean differ-

ence in time periods was between time period one and time period three. 

Although there is no significant difference at the .05 levei between 

time one and time two, the trend i~ that of increasing social distance 

to the instructqr over time. 
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TABLE.VII 

. TlME MEANS Am> MEAN DIFFERENCES ON PR.EFERRJ::D 
'SOCIAL· DISTANCE TO:THE INS't'R,UCTOR 
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·periods Time I Time II 'rime IU 

Means (N) 2.59 3,],6 3.44 

Time I 2.59 . (90) .57 .85* 

·Time lI 3.16 (82) ,28 

Time Ill 3.44 (83) 

Mean differ~nc~ required for significance at .05 level ~ .67 

. *Signif icap t P s:: , 05 

From table VII it can be Pated that the greatest incr~ase in 

distance to the instructor occurred between.the first four week period 

and the· last four ·week period. ·Increasing E;ocial distance to the 

instructor over time maybe co.nsidered in the same light as increasing 

alienation to class benefit. ·Wbrile students are becoming m~re alienat~ 

ed, they are also.developing feelings of obtaining greater social and 

physical distance between themselves and the instructor. 

Additional analysis in Phase I on preferred social distance to 

the instr1,1,ctor involved looking at the group and time means. Tabl!i! 

VIII gives·the group and time means on social distance. In all classes, 

e~cept cli;l,ssroom III P lp. at time three the students indicated in~ 

creased distance·to.the in~tructor, 



Tin:ie 

l'ime 

Time 

1 

2 

3 

TABLE VIII 

GROUP BY TIME ~EANS ON PREFER.l\ED'SOCIAL 
DISTANCE TO TiiE :[NSTRUCTOR. 

Classroom I . Classroom U Cla;;;sroolD III P 
P I Control (N) P I• Control (N) •Experimental 

2.58 (19) 3.02 (49) 2.18 

2.86 (15) 3.48 (46) 3.14 

3,33 . (18) 3 .91 (43) ,3. 09 

Table VIII revealed that the group and time means on social 
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:i; 
(N) 

(22) 

(21) 

(22) 

distance t9 the instructor and differences betw~en groups is slight. 

However,. it can be noted that the trend was for distance to increase 

over time, The au~hor feels that students were moving awa1 from their 

respective teachers because students were not receiving the kind of 

information frow the instructor that they desireq. Alsp students were 

moving away because they were becoming alienated to class benefit. 

While social distance includes actual physical distance~ it also 

includes feelings of social acceptance and tolerance. The instructors 

under study apparently were more accepted at the beginning of the 

semester than they were at the end. Therefore~ the teachers apparent-

ly were not stimulating and interesting enough for the students to 

identify with. On the other hand, one may view thi::i inc;reasing dis,. 

tance over time as giving the instructors more authority and control, 

in the classroom. If this be the case, then some may feel our 



classrooms should be structured in such a manner as to increase the 

distance between students and instructor. 
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There is no prescribed physical distance for students and instruc

tor in the classroom, and the author feels that whatever is comfortable 

for individual classes and instructors should be sought and implemented. 

The question of how much social distance between students and instruc~ 

tor there should be cannot be answered by one researcher for all of the 

many classes that exist in a college or university. 

The fourth exploratory hypothesis considered stated that there is 

no significant difference in perceived value of the instructor with 

regard to varying methods of instruction and changed spatial relation

ships of members of the class. (p~;05) The test of this hypothesis 

was made by an analysis of variance. The time periods were signifi

cantl~ different at the .0002 level. Groups were also significantly 

different at the .0002 level. Table IX reveals the analysis of vari

ance results of perceived value of the instructor. 

Both time and group are significantly different at ,0002 level; 

therefore,.further analysis was made on the two factors separately. 

First, on the time element, it was found that time one differed signif

icantly (P ~ ,05) from time two and time three. Table X contains the 

time period means and mean differences. 

In reviewing Table X it becomes fairly obvious that student per

ception of teacher value decreased over time in all of the classes. 

·Students progressively perceived the instructors .;1.s losing value during 

the semester. It appears that students are not only becoming alienated 

to the class over time and increasing social distance to the instructor, 

but are also viewing the teacher as being of less value over time. 



Source of 
Variation 

Between 

Time 

Group 

'J;'ime X Group 

Within 

Total 

Time 
Periods 

Time I 

l'ime II 

Time IU 

TABLE IX 

ANALYSIS O~ VARIANCE RESULTS ON PERCEIVED 
VALUE OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Mean Degrees of 
Square Freedom F-Ratio 

9.85 8 

16.78 2 9.78 

16091 2 9.86 

2o84 4 1.66 

1. 72 246 

1.97 254 

TAl3LE X 

TIME MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON PERCEIVED 
VALUE OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Time I Time II 

Means (N) 2.17 2.70 

2.17 (90) .53~c 

2.70 (82) 

3.14 (83) 

Mean difference required for significance at oOS level .47 

*Significant P ~ .05 
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Probability 
. Level 

.0002 

.0002 

.1593 

Ti,me III 

3.14 

.97* 

.44 
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The author interpret$ this finding as being a consequence of students 

and instructors hav:i,ng differing definitions of the classroom situa-

t:i,on. 

Secondly, on the group means and mean differences it was found 

that group one differed significantly from groups two and three. Table 

XI presents the means and mean differences for groups. 

Cl.;i.ssroom 
Groups 

TABLE XI 

GROUP MEANS AND MEAN DIF~ER,ENCES ON PERCEIVED 
VALUE OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Means (N) 

Classroom I 
P I Control 

3.23 

Classroom II 
P I Control 

2.44 

Classroom ·I p. I 
ContrClll 3.23 (52) .79* 

Classroom II 
p I Control 2.44 (138) 

Classroom III 
p r Experi-
mental 2.34 . (65) 

Classroom III 
P I Experi

mental 

2.34 

;89* 

.10 

Mean difference required for significance at .05 level = .51 

*Significant P ~ .05 
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An interpretation of Table XI by the author is that group I P I, 

which was taught by the same instructor as the experimental group, was 

a class that expected much more out of the instructor than the instruc~ 

tor provided. Group III P I was the experimental class taught by the 

same instructor as group I P I, and it appears that the experimental 

conditions of spacing and class presentations were beneficial in the 

sense that the ~nstructor was perceived as having more value in this 

particular class. Therefore, it may be concluded that students see the 

instructor as having more value when they (the students) have more 

active part in the class. 

Further analysis on perceived value of the instructor reveals, in 

the main, that students perceived the instructor as haviµg less value 

as the semester progressed, Classroom group II P I is an exception to 

this, as can be observ~d in Table XII below. It is interesting that 

when the experimental class began, they perceived the instructor as 

having a considerable amount of vaiue, and then consistently, over 

time, viewed him as having less power. 

Table Xll gives an over~all view of the class and time means on 

perceived value of the instructor. Although value of the teacher 

tended to decrease over time in all classes, it should be noted that 

at no time period did group I P I perceive the instructor to be of as 

much value as did group III,P I, and both classes were taught by the 

same instructor. However, group IP I was not subject to the experi~ 

mental conditions. 



Time 

Time 

Ti.we 

1 

2 

3 

Classroom 

TABLE XII 

G~OUP BY TIME MEANS.ON PERCEIVED 
VALUE OF TllE INSTRUCTOR 

I . Classroom II Classraolll -III P 
p r·control . (N) p I Cantrol (N) E~perimental 

. 2.53 (19) 2.31 . (49) 1.68 

·J.27 (15) , 2.52 (46) 2.29 

.;3.89 (18) 2.49 (43) 3.05 
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I 
. (N) 

. (22) 

(21) 

(22) 

E~ploratory hypothesis number five stated there is no significant 

difference in perceived power of the instructor with regard to varying 

methods of instrµction and changed spatial relationships of members of 

the class. (p~.05) The hypothesis w~s tested by analysis of variance, 

and a significant difference beyond the .01.1evel was found among the 

groups and time periods. Table XIII gives the results of the analysis 

of variance. 

As was found with perceived value of the instructor,. the perceived 

power of the instructor was likewise significant for both time periods 

and groups. Consequently, the Tukey technique was applied to these two 

elements. ·On the time periods the mean differences for group one were 

significantly. different. from groups two and three. Table ~IV pt;esents 

the means and mean differences on perceived power of the instructor. 

The time means on perceived power of the instructor in Table XIV 

reveal that stl.ldents progressively. viewed their instructors as havi.ng 



Source of 
Variation 

Between 

Time 

Group 

Time X Group 

Within 

Total 

'J,:ime 
Periods 

Time I 

Time lI 

Time III 

TABLE XIII 

A:m.L~SI.S OF VARIANCE RESULTS ON PERCEI~D 
POWER OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Mean Degrees of 
Square ·Freedom F•Ratio 

6.69 8 

9.92 2 4.97 

14.93 2 7,49 

.95 4 .48 

1.99 246 

2.14 254 

TABLE XIV 

TIME MEANS AND MEAN DU'FERENCES ON PER.CEI.VED 
POWER· OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Time + Time Il 

Meqi.ns (N) 2.81 3.38 

2 .81 . (90) .57* 

3.38 (82) 

3,52 (83) 
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Probability 
. Level 

.008 

.001 

. 756 

lime III 

3.52 

o. 711( 

0.14 

Mean difference required for significance at .05 level = .51 

*Significant P ~ .05 
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less powe~ over time. With increasing alienation, increasing social 

distance, less perceived value, and now less power, it becomes fairly 

clear that students involved.with Phase I were more satisfieq with the 

class and the instructor in the early part of the semester. This evi

dence suggests a lack of ability to form a social environment in the 

classroom, an environment that allows all involved the prerogative of 

entering.into meaningful social and educational relationships. 

:Comparing Table X on the value of the instructor with Table XIV on 

potency of the instructor reveals that the instructor was perceived as 

having more value and power at time one than he was at times two or 

three. Turning to the group differences on perceived value of the 

instructor, it was found that group one differed significantly (P ~ .05) 

from groups two and three. Evidence for this is presented in Table XV. 

An explanation for the evidence presented in Table XV mi~ht be 

that the experimental conditions in group III P I, and the different 

instructor in group II P I, served to increase the students' perception 

of the teacher power in these classes. While group IP I was taught by 

the same instructor as group III P I, a difference does exist between 

the two classes' perceived power of the teacher; thus, it is r.et;t~onable 

to assume that the experimental conditions did serve to give the 

instructor more power. 

When reviewing perceived value of instructor in comparison to per

ceived power of instructor by groups, it is possible to note that the 

instructor was perceived by group one as having .less value and power 

than he was by groups two and three. Tables.xv and XI serve as the 

basis for this comparison, 



TABLE XV 

GROUP MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON ~ERCEIVED 
POTENCY OF THE INSTRUCTOR 
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Classroom 
Groups 

Classroom I 
P I Control 

Classroom :U 
P I Control 

Classroom III 
P I E:i1:peri,. 

mental 

Means (N) 3.12 

Classroom I P I 
Control 3o74 (52) .89* .62* 

Classroom U 
P I Control 2o85 (138) 0.27 

Classroom IU 
P I Experi-
mental 3ol2 (65) 

Mean d:lfference required for signi.Ucance at .05 level :::;: .55 

*Significant P ~.05 

In an attempt to gain more information about the perceived potency 

of the instructor,. the group by time means was calculated. Presented 

in Table XVI is the group by time means on perceived potency of the 

instructor, As can be noted in Table XVI, the trend was for the in~ 

structor to decrease in power over time. Only one exception can be 

noted, that of control group P I at time threej and this exception is 

minor when looki~g at all groups at the three time periods. Again a 

consistent finding is noted when comparing the perceived value of the 

instructor with the perceived potency. That is~ both power and value 

of the instructor tended to decrease in all classes over time. 



TABLE XVI 

GROUP BY TIME ME;ANS ON PERCEIVED 
POTENCY OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Classroom I Classroom II Classroom III P 
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I 
P ·r Control (N) p I Control (N) E:Kperimental (N) 

T:i,.Jlle 1 . 3.11 (19) 2.61 (49) 2. 72 (22) 

Time 2 4.07 (15) 2 .93 (46) 3.14 (21) 

Time 3 4.06 (18) 3.00 (43) 3.50 . (22) 

rhe siJ!:t:h hypothesis considered stated there is no significant 

difference in perceived activity of the instructor with r~gard t:o vary-

ing methods of instruction and changed spatial relationships of members 

of the class. (p~.05) As with the preceding hypothesis, this hypoth-

esis was tested by means of a.nalysis of variance. The results of the 

analysis of variance show that there existed a significant difference 

at the .0001 level among groups. The time element did not reach the 

.05 criterion; however, it was significant at the .067 level. Table 

XVII gives the findings of the analysis of variance on perceived 

activity of the instructor, 

In assessing the differences among the three classroom groups, the 

Tukey technique was applied. Table XVIII presents the means and jllean 

differences on perceived activity of the instructor. 

From Table XVIII one can observe that group I P I mean was signif-:-

icantly dif;Eerent (P s: .05) from the means of groups two and three. 



TABLE XVII 

ANALYSIS Oi'VARIANCE RESULTS O~ PERCEIVED 
AC'IIVITY•OF THE INSTRUCTOR 
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Source of ·:Mean . Degrees of ·Probability 
Variation 

Between 

Tbte 
• 

Grou,p 

Time by Group 

Within 

Total 

Square Freedom F-Ratio 

6.61 8 

5.02 2 2.70 

20. 72 2 11. l~ 

,34 4 .18 

1.86 246 

2.01 254 

TABLE XVIII 

GROUP MEANS A~ MEAN DIFFERENCES 0N PERCEIVED 
ACTIVITY OF TUE INSTRUCTOR 

Level 

.0675 

.0001 

.9447 

Classroom 
Groups 

Classroom III 
Classroom I Classroom II P l E~peri-
P I Control P I Control mental 

:Means (N) 

Cl.;tssroom I p. ·I 
Control 3.74 (52) 

Classroom II 
P I Control 2. 70 (138) 

Classroom III P I 
Ex~·&i.'.i\'lttf~taL: 2, 96 (65) 

3.74 2.70 

1.04 

:Mean difference required .for significance at .05 level ~ .53 
*Significant P ~ .05 

2.96 

.78* 

.26 



When comparing the groups on perceived activity, power,.and value of 

the instructor, it becomes apparent that classroom group I :r I per-

ceived the instrµctor as having significantly less value,. power, and 

!3-Gtivity tb.a:n .did classroom groups two and three. 

Although time was pot a significant factor at the .05 level on 

activity, .it was decided to-look-at 1;.he mean d:i,ffere:nces of the time 

pe:i;iods. This decis:i,cm was J;"eached since the probability .. level for 

time was ;067 in the analysis of variance. In Table XIX the time means 

and mean differences are given for perceived activity of the instructor, 

'time 
·Pel;';i.ods 

Time I 

Time. II 

Time Ill 

·TABLE XIX 

TI~ MEANS AND.MEAN DIFFERENCES O~ PERCE!VED 
ACTIVITY 0F.Tlm lNSl'RUCT0R 

Time·I Time-· II 

Means (N) 2 .83 3.26 

. 2,83 . (90) .43 

. 3;26 (82) 

'3,31 . (83) 

Mean differences required for significance at ,05 level = ,49 

Time Ill 

3.31 

.48 

,05 
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Altho1Jgh significant mean differences were not found in Table XIX, 

the trend was ~or activity of the instructor to decrease over ti~e; 

therefore, it may be concluded that activity of the instructor was 

decreasing over time in the same manner as was the power and value of 

the instructor. This finding provides further evidence which suggests 

students in Phase' I part of the study were not satisfied with the class 

or the instructor. 

A4ditional analysis on the activity of the instructor was made by 

looking at the group by. time means. Table XX presents the group by 

time means on the perceived activity level of the instructor. In the 

main, as can be observed from the table below, the trend was for the 

instructor to be perceived as being less active over time, The one 

exception to this is classroom III P I at time three, in which the 

perceived activity. level of the instructor increased somewhat over 

time two. 

Time 1 

!ime 2 

Time 3 

TABLE.XX 

GROUP B'X' '.UNE MEANS ON PERCEl;VED ACTIVIT'X' 
LEVEL OF THE INSTRijCTOR 

Classroom I . Classroom II Classroom Ill; P 
P J;Control (N) p I Control (N) Experimental 

'.,L47 (19) 2.47 (49) 2,ss 

. 3.80 (15) 2.74 (46) 3.24 

; .3. 94 (18) 2 .91 (43) 3.09 

l 
(N) 

(22) 

(21) 

(22) 
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From Table XX it can be observed that group II P I, the control 

class, perceived the activity of the instructor to be greater at all 

time periods than group IP I. Therefore,. it may be copcluded that 

students see the instructor as being more active in a class where they 

(the students) are actually more involved themselveso It should be 

remembered that group I P I and group III P I were taught by the same 

person. 

The seventh exploratory hypothesis stated there is no significant 

difference between males and females in regard to alienation to class 

benefit. (p=.05) The test of this hypothesis was made by analysis of 

variance, and no significant differences were found at the 005 level. 

The probability level at which sex was a significant factor was .10. 

The over-all female mean on alienation to class benefit was 2,45; for 

the males the mean was 1.82. Therefore, when considering all groups at 

every time period~ the females were slightly more alienated to class 

benefit than were thE! males. Given below in Tables XXl and XX!! are 

the means for males and females by group and time on alienation to 

class· benefit. 

Inasmuch as significant differences at the .05 level were not 

established caution.must be exercised when evaluating Tables XXI and 

XXII. In general, the following observations may be made: (1) Both 

males and females were least alienated to class benefit at time one. 

(2) Females were the most alienated to class benefit at time two. 

(3) Mal.es i,n c;.lassrooms ·I and II P I became progressively more ali.enat

ed to class benefit over time. 



Time 

Til!le 

Ti!lle 

'.l;ime 

Time 

Time 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

TABLE XXI 

MEANS FOR'.MALES ON ALIENATION TO CLASS·:SENEFIT 
. BY GROUP AND TlME 

Classroom I Classroom II Cl,g.ssroolll III P 
P ! Control (N) P I Control (N) Experim~ntal 

'1.62 (8) 1.32 (25) 1.00 

2.60 (5) 1.45 (22) 1.33 

3.25 (8) 1.00 (21) 2.78 

TABLE XXI! 

MEANS FOR FEMALES ON ALIENATION TO CLA,SS BENEfIT 
BY GROUP AND TIME 

Classroom I Classroom II Classroom III P 
P I Gontrol (n) P I Control (N) Experimental 

2.36 (11) 1.37 (24) 2,50 

3.40 (10) 2,21 (24) 3.25 

·2,90 (10) 1.82 (22) 2.23 

Uypothesis eight related there is no significant difference 

I 

I 

between males and females in regard to class cohesiveness. (p=.05) 
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(N) 

(8) 

(9) 

(9) 

(N) 

(14) 

(12) 

(13) 

The mean for females on cohesiveness was 2.44, and for males the mean 

was 2.38. In th~ analysis of variance results the sex variable was not 
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significant at the .05 level. The 1evel at which sex became $i$nifi~ 

cant was .76; therefore,. the above hypothesis is strongly supported. 

The ninth hypothesis to be considered stated there is no $ignifi~ 

cant difference between males and females in regard to social distance 

to the instructor. The analysis of variance·results showed that sex 

was significant at the .008 level. The mean for males on social dis~ 

tance to the instructor was 3.44, whereas the mean for females was 

2.76. Males revealed a greater social distance to the instructor than 

did the females. When examining the males and females more closely, it 

was observed that both sexes were increasing their social distance to 

the instructor over time as is demonstrated in Table XX!II. 

Time 1 

Time 2 

l':ime 3 

TABLE XX.IU 

~ANS ON SOCIAL DIS'l'ANCE TO.THE INSTRUCTOR 
· B'l SEX AND TIME FOR ALL GROUPS 

Males 

2. 72 

3.62 

3.99 

(N) 

(41) 

(36) 

(38) 

Females 

2.46 

. 2.80 

3.01 

(N) 

(49) 

(46) 

. (45) 

E\.j.rther analysis on males and females in regard to social distance 

to the instructor revealed that in all three classes the males 
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maintained a greater social distance than did the females. Evidence of 

this is pJ;ese~ted. in Table XX.IV. 

TAaLE XXIV 

MBANS'ON SOCIAL DISTANCE TO THE INSTRUCTOR 
BY SIX AND GROUP AT ALL TIME PERIODS 

Males (N) Females 

Classroom i P I 
Control 3.12 (21) 2.78 

Classroom II P I 
Control 3.90 (68) 3.05 

Classroom III P I 
. Experimental 3.30 (26) 2.44 

(N) 

(31) 

(70) 

(39) 

the exploratory hypotheses on perceived power, value, and activity 

of the instructor by sex were not tested in Phase I .. Since the hypoth-

eses on these_vatiables wer~ all significant w:Lth both sexes combined, 

it was felt that isolation of sex as a variable would not contribute 

substantially to an understanding of perceived value, activity, and 

power of the instructor. Hypotheses four, five, and six were signifi-

cant on either group or time and in the cases of value and power, both 

ti~e and group were significant. 

During Phase I an attempt was made through an open-ended question-

n4ire to ascertain students' feelings about the yarying methods of 



insttuction and changed spatial arrangements. The open .. ended in~tru

·ment (see Appendix E) was administered only to classroom !II. This 

questionnaire was completed by the students durin,g the last w~ek of 

classes. 
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·The analysis of student responses to the questions was made by two 

judges who assigned values of "l" to "3" for·the negative responses and 

values of "l" to "3" for the posit:i,ve responses. A .11 111 value coded in 

red ink noted.strong negative response, and a ",3" value coded in ;i;~d 

ink .noted a weak negative response, A-"l" value coded in black ink was 

considered a strong positive statement, and a "3" value coded :i,n black 

ink was a weak value, 

·The results are given below to the• five questi,op.s. ·Question one 

stated: . "List briefly any positiv.e or negative feelings you experi

enced in this class as a result of being spaced four feet apart." On 

this questio1;1 ·2!> negative responses were obtained, with a me;:;i.n of 2.52. 

·On question one, 19 positive statements were made, with a mean of 2.00. 

Although there were more negative responses than positive ones,. the 

strength of the negative responses was considered weak, 

Question two asked,. "List briefly any positive or negative feel

ings :you experienced .in this class as a result of being rotated to the 

discussion table," To this question 10 negative responses were mad$, 

with a mean.of 2.00, and 13.positive responses were made,.with a mean 

of 2.00. It is necessary to exercise caution when trying to interpret 

·the results on question two, ·Since the means are equal, ~nd the number 

of statements are fairly close, it is difficult to make ·an interpreta

tion on, this question. 



Question three stated, "List briefly any posit;ive or negative 

feelings you.experienced in this class as a result of th~ question-
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naires you responded. to." A .difference did emerge on this question; 

there were 19 negative responses with a mean of 1.95, and only 4 posi

tive responses with a mean of 1.50. It was fairly obvious that the 

students had strong negative feelings toward the questiormair1=s. 

The fourth question asked the.students, "List briefly any positive 

or negative feelings you experienced in this class as a result of the 

entire class pro9eedings from the beginning to the end." Negative 

responses numbered 29, with a mean of 1.76; and the positive responses 

numbered 20, with a mean of 1.30. It is difficult to interpret the 

resu1ts to this question since the negative responses outnumbered the 

positive responses, yet the positive responses were stronger than were 

the negative responses. 

Question five stated~ "If you had to express yourself with regq.rd 

to this class in one statement, what would you sa.y?" Students gave 18 

negative responses, with a mean .of 2.11~ and 10 positive responses, 

with a mean of 1.50. Again the negative responses were greater in 

number than the positive responses, but the positive responses were 

slightly. stronger than the negative responses. 

When looking at all five questions combined, 91 negative responses 

were made .si,nd 66 positive responses. Judges were hesitant about inter

preting the instrument as a whole; however,.it was finally concluded 

that the students were, in the main, slightly more negative than posi~ 

tive to the class. In particular, students were negative to the ques

tionnaires. J:n regard to being responsible for presentation of class 

materials, the judges felt the students expressed more positive 
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feelings;. 

Finding~ of Phase II 

Remaining within the framework used to report the findings of 

Phase I, the findings of Phase II are given in relation to the explora

tory hypotheses presented in Chapter II. The exploratory hypotheses 

serve to facilitate additional analysis, a~ was demonstrated in the 

reporting of the findings of Phase I. Likewise, .in the analysis of 

Phase II data the exploratory hypotheses generated further analysis, 

All twelve exploratory hypotheses were tested in Phase II. In ~ddition 

to these hypotheses~ student classification was also explored in the 

second phase of the study. 

The first hypothesis stated there is no significant difference in 

class cohesiveness with regard to varying methods of instruction and 

changed spatial relationships of members of the class. (p=.05) The 

test of this hypothesis was made by analysis of variance, and a signif

icant difference was found among the four groups at the .01 level 

Table XXV delineates the analysis of variance results on class cohe

siveness. 



TAALE XXV 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
ON CIASS COHESIVJ!;~ESS 
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Source o:e ·Mean Degrees of Probability 
.ve,riation · Square Freedom F-Ratio ·Level 

Bet;ween . 3 .89 11 

Time .. 37 .2 .16 .85 

Group 8.55 3 ,3,74 .01 

Time· l Groµi;> 2.74 6 1.20 .30 

Within 2.28 290 

Total 2;34 .. 301 

Significant differences were found at the .01 level of groups; 

therefore, Tukey's technique was u$ed to asi;ess the significant mean 

differences among the groups. · As can be· noted in Tab le XXVI, . the mean 

for classroom group II P II was significantly. differ~nt (P·~ .OS) from 

the mean of classroom group· IV P II, Classroom I~ P !I maintained less 

cohesiveness. than did group. IV P II. ·Group II P II was taught by a 

female instru,ctor, and group IV P Il was taught by a .male instructor. 

The differences between. the cohesiveness of these two classes ·may be 

explained by the differences in instructors and experimental condi-

tions. The experimel'!.tal conditions and small number of studiints (N=l4) 

in group IV J;>. II may have produced more feelings of class cohesiveness. 



Classroom 
Groups 

Classroom I P ·II 
Control 

Classroom II·P II 
. Space 

· Classroom III P II 
Space-Panel 

Classroom IV P II 
Space-Panel-2-way 

TABLE XX.VI 

GROUP MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON CLASS COHESIVENESS 

Means (N) 

3.13 (101) 

3.20 (68) 

2.99 (79) 

2.43 (54) 

Classroom I 
P II Control 

3. 13 

Classroom II 
P II Space 

3.20 

.07 

Classroom III 
P II Space-" 

Panel 

2.99 

.14 

.21 

Mean difference required for significance at .05 level= .75 

, *Significant P :;;;: . 05 

Classroom IV 
P II Space
Panel 2-way 

2.43 

. 70 

.~7* 

.56 

O'\ 
O'\ 
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The ~eaond explotatory hypothesis stated there i~ no significant 

d:l.fferep.ce in student alienation to class bene!i t with regat!i to va'Ji'y'" 

ing methods· of instruction and cha.n~ed .spatial relation1:1hips q:f members 

of the class. ·In order to test this hypothesis the analysis of vari-

ance was conducted, and a significallt difference was found on.the time 

periods at the .008·level. Table:XXVI,I presents·the results of the 

analysis of variaqce on student ~lienation to class benefit, 

Source of 
Variation 

Between 

·Time 

Group 

Time X Grou,p 

·Within 

Total 

'l'ABLE.XXVIl 

RESULTS 0]' THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON S'rUDEN'I 
ALIENATION TO CLASS·· BENEJrIT 

Mean Degrees of 
Square · Freedom F-Ratio 

'4.57 11 

13.00 2 4.91 

2.15 3 .81 

. 2.97 6 1.11 

2.65 290 

'2. 72 301 

:rrob,abili ty 
'Level 

.008 

.509 

~350 

~ving located a significant difference at the .008 level on time 

periods, the ne:x;t step was to locate significant mean differences on 

the time periods. Tukey's technique was employed, and significant mean 
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differences (p~.o~) were found between time period. one and periods two 

and three. Table XXVIII contains the results. 

Time 
Periods 

Time I 

Time II 

Time III 

TABLE XX.VI II 

TIME MEANS AND MEA~ DJ;FJ?ERENCES OF STUDENT 
ALIENATION TO CLASS BENEFIT 

Time I Time :u 

Means (N) ,52 1.05 

,52 (107) .53* 

1.05 . (100) 

1.23 (95) 

Mean difference required for sign:i.ficance at: .05 level .53 

*Significant P ~ .05 

Till)e lII 

L23 

. 72* 

.18 

Further GLqa.lysis on stiJdent alienation to class benef;i.t by group 

and ti~e reveals that students in all classes were increasing in alien-

ation to class benefit as the semester progressed. There was one 

exception to this in classroom group !I P !I at time three, as a slight 

decrease in alienation to class benefit was observed at: time two. The 

class means at the time periods are given in. ';C~q1"'XXIK· ~"~ 



Time I 

Time II 

Time III 

Classroom I 
P II Control 

.47 

.79 

088 

(N) 

(34) 

(33) 

(34) 

TABLE XXIX 

GROUP BY TIME MEANS ON STUDENT ALIENATION 
TO CLASS BENEFIT 

Classroom II 
P II Space 

.93 

1.04 

.80 

(N) 

(28) 

(25) 

(15) 

Classroom III 
P II Space

Panel 

.44 

l.20 

1. 78 

(N) 

(27) 

{25) 

{27) 

Classroom IV 
1' II Space
Panel-2-way 

.22 

1.18 

1.47 

(N) 

(18) 

(17) 

(19) 

"' '° 
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As noted in 'l'able xxvr:;J:l; and 'l'able XX.IX al:i..enat;ion l;:o class ben,e .. 

fit increased over time in all ch.sses. This finding was also present 

in Phase I; the+efore, it :may be concluded that the instructors in both 

phases w~re not providing the students with what they expected. The 

obvious finding in both phases of increasing alienation over time sug~ 

gests that alienation may be an ever present condition of the class~ 

room. When various arrangements and various instructional methods a.re 

employed, the aUenation over time is still present. The authoi;- is 

unable to prpvide suggestions asto.ho-w to reduce this alienation. The 

author can only gi,ve tentative reasons as to ·why the ali,en'3.t:ion exists. 

These tentative reai;;ons include: (1) Studenti:i expect too much from 

their classes and instructors. · (2). InstructQrs do not provide the 

students with· thought .. stimulating .ideas. (3) Our whole· educational. 

classroom structure is designed in such a manner as to create aliena, .. 

tion·aroong sl:!uQ.ents. 

The third exploratory hypothesis stated. there is no significant 

difference i,n preferred soc;i.al distance to the insttuctor with regard 

to·varying methods of instruction and changed spatial relationships of 

memb~rs of the class. (p:;:.05) Analysis of variance was used to test 

this hypothesis. No significant differences were found op the groups 

or times at the .QS level. In the main, students maintained a,pproxi .. 

mately the same mean values over time on social distance to the instruc~ 

tor. Among the groups the differences in mean values on social dis .. 

··ta.nee to the ins true tot were ·min:i.Jnal. Evidence· showing group and. time 

means nonf?ignificant on social distance to the inatr'l;lctor :i,s presented 

in Tab le· XU. 



Classroom I 
P II Control . (N) 

Time I 3.21 (34) 

Time .II 3.67 . (33) 

Time III 3.59 (34) 

TABLE XXX 

GROUP BY TIME MEANS ON SOCIAL DISTANCE 
TO THE INSTR.UCT0R 

Classroom III 
P II Space-Classroom J:I 

P II Space (N) Panel (N) 

3.43 (28) 2.85 (27) 

3.52 {25) 2.92 . (25) 

3.33 (15) 3.26 (27) 

. Classroom IV 
P II Space
Pane 1-2-way 

3.39 

3.35 

3~26 

(N) 

(18) 

(17) 

(19) 

~ 
...... 
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Table XXX. gives evidence which is not in accord with the findings 

of Phase I. Phase! students tended to increase social distance over 

ti,'lDe t() thdr ins true tors. Phase II social distance remained .;i.bou t the 

same throughout the semester. A common finding of both phia,ses on 

social distance was that the mean social distance preferred by state 

university students is very close to the mean social distance preferred 

by state college students. 

The fourth exploratory hypothesis stated there is no sig:q.i:l;icant 

difference in perceived value of the instructor with regard to varying 

methods of instruction and changed spatial relationships of members of 

the class. (p~.05) Analysis of variance results on this hypothesis 

reveabd thp.t signUi,cant differences did exist among. the groups at the 

.004 level. Table XXXI presents the analysis of variance results on 

this hypothesis. 

Source of 
Variation 

Between 

Time 

Group 

Time x Group 

Within 

Total 

TABLE XXXI 

PERCEIVED VALUE 0F THE·. INSTRUCTOR ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE RESULTS 

Mean 
Square 

5.19 

3.79 

13.44 

1.53 

2.00 

2.12 

·Degrees 
Freedom 

11 

2 

3 

6 

290 

301 

of 
F.,.Rati,o 

1.90 

6. 72 

. 77 

PrQbabili, ty 
·Level 

.1500 

.0004 

.5987 
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Tukey's technique was employed to test for mean difference among 

the four classroom groups, Table· XXXII reveals that groii.p I P II rpean 

was significantly different from group III P II mean at the .05 level. 

Also group II P II mean w.;i.s significantly different from group Ir:( P II 

mean at the .05 level. 

As can be observed in Table XXXII, the classrocm1s instructed by a 

female (I P II and II P II) contained students who perceived their 

instructor to be of less value than classroom III P II,. which had a 

male instructor. Classrooms I P II and II P II were structured in such 

a manner as to allow less student participation than was allowed in 

classrooms III P II and IV P II. A similar finding was noted in Phase 

I. That is, when the students have a more active part in the class

room, they tend to perceive the instructor as having more value. 

Although the time element was not significant at the .05 level, 

some iI).sight i$ gained when observing the time by group means on per ... 

ceived value of the instructor. Table XXXIII gives the means by group 

and time periods~ and in all cases, except classroom group II P II at 

time three, the trend was for the instructor to be perceived by the 

students as decreasing in value over time. 

The trend of instructor va1ue decreasing over time is a_finding 

t~t is in accord with Phase I. A reasonable explanation for classroom 

II P II at time 3 perceiving the instructor as having more value is 

that the number of students who attended class on the day the question-

naire was administered was less than at previous test periods. There

fore, .it seems to the author that students who did co:rne to class would 

be more interested in the class, and consequently, would perceive their 

instructor as having more value. 



Classroom 
Groups 

Means 

Classroom I P II 
Control 2o98 

Classroom II P II 
. Space 3.16 

Classroom III P II 
Space-Panel 2.16 

Classroom IV P II 
Space-Pane1~2-way 2.63 

TABLE XX.XII 

PERCEIVED VALUE OF THE INSTRUCTOR GROUP 
MEANS AND NEAN DIFFERENCE 

(N) 

(101) 

(68) 

(79) 

(54) 

Classroom I 
P II Control 

2.98 

Classroom II 
P II Space 

3.16 

.18 

Mean differences required for signi£icance at .05 level= .70 

*Significant P · s: "05 

Classroom III 
P II Space

Pane l 

2.16 

.82* 

1.00* 

Classroom IV 
P·II Space
Panel 2-way 

2.63 

. 35 

.53 

.47 

-..J 
~ 



Thne I 

Time II 

Time III 

Classroom I 
P II Control 

2.79 

2.94 

3.21 

(N) 

(34) 

(33) 

(34) 

TABLE XXXI II 

GROUP BY TIME MEANS ON PERCEIVED VALUE 
OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Classroom II 
P II Space 

3.21 

3.32 

2.93 

(N) 

(28) 

(25) 

(15) 

Classroom III 
P II Space

Panel 

L 74 

2.16 

2.59 

(N) 

(27) 

(25) 

(27) 

Classroom IV 
P II Space
Panel- 2-way 

2.28 

2.76 

2.84 

(N) 

(18) 

(17) 

(19) 

-....t 
\J1 
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The ~ifth exploratory. hypothesis stated there ;Ls no .. significant 

difference in perceived potency of the i'!lstructor ·with regard to vary.,. 

ing methods of. inst'!='UC tion and cha;nged. spatial relationships of mel:lll:>ers 

of the.class .. (p=;i.05) . This hypothesis was tested.by. the analysis of 

variance procedure, .and a.significant difference was obt;ained on the 

groups at the • 0005 level. Table· XXXIV contains the analysis of 

variance results for this hypothesis. 

.. Source of 
Variation 

.Between 

Time 

Group 

Time ·x Group 

Within 

Total 

TABLEXXXIV 

PERCEIVED. POTENCY· OF. THE INS~RUCTOR ANALYSIS 
·oF-VAR.IANCE RESULTS 

Mean Degrees of 
Square Freedom f"'Ratio 

4.57 11 

1.51 2 .83 

11.85 3 6.49 

1.95 6 1.07 

1.82. . 290 

1.92' 301 

· Prohabili.ty 
J,.evel 

.5561 

.0005 

.3807 

Mean differences among the classroom groups was examined by 

· Tukey' s techniq\Je, and it was found at the .05 level of significance 

that grotip' I P · ;ri mean .differed from group· III P II mean~. and grqup II 



P II mean differed from group III P II mean, and group III P II ~ean 

diffei-ed .. from g:i:-oup IV P II mean. Table XX.XV contains information in 

support of these differences. 

The author's interpretation of Table· XXX.V is that classro9IDS I 
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P II and II'P II, which were taught by a female instructor, were the 

classes which perceived the instructor as being less powerful than 

classroom III P II which was instructed by a male instructor, Not only 

is the power of the female instructor perceived as being less, but also 

the value is perceived as being less tha:n that of the male instrµctor. 

A consistent finding is observed with Phase I and Phase ~I in that the 

value and power of the instructor increases when students are more 

involved in the class The finding on perceiving less power in rega~d 

to a female instructor is of little value since only one of the in

structors participating in this research was a female. 

The sixtn exploratory hypothesis stated there is no significant 

difference in perceived activity of the instructor with regard to vary

ing methods of instruction and changed spatial relationships of members 

of the class. (p=.05) No significant differences were found on class

room groups or time periods at the .05 level. However, groups were 

significant at the .055 level; therefore, Tukey's technique was em

ployed to see if there were significant mean differences among the 

groups. No significant mean differences were obtained at the .05 

.·level. 

· Exploratory.hypothesis number seven stated there is no significant 

difference between males and females in regard to student alienation to 

class benefit. (p=.05) Results obtained from the analysis of variance 

revealed that sex was significant at the .001 level. The overpall male 



Classroom 
Groups 

Classroom I P II 
Control 

Classroom II P II 
Space 

Classroom III P II 
Space-Panel 

Classroom IV P II 
Space-Panel-2-way 

TABLE XXXV 

.PERCEIVED POTENCY OF THE INSTRUCTOR GROUP 
MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES 

Means (N) 

3.21 (101) 

3.11 (68) 

2.30 (79) 

2.98 (54 

Classroom I 
P II Control 

3.21 

Classroom II 
P II Space 

3.11 

.10 

Mean difference required at .05 level = .67 

. *Significant P S: • 05 

Classroom III 
P II Space

Pane l 

2.30 

.91* 

.81* 

Classroom IV 
P II Space
Panel 2-way 

.2.98 

.23 

.13 

.68* 

"'-I 
00 
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mean on alienation to class benefit was 1.17, and the female over~all 

mean was .51. Males were, therefore, more alienated to qlass benefit 

than were the females. Further anq.lysis on sex by time periods reveals 

that males were more alienated to class benefit at all time periods 

tha~ were the females. Males and females both became increasingly 

alienated to class benefit over time as is demonstrated in Table XXXVI. 

TABLE 4XXVI 

TIME BY SEX MEANS ON STUDENT ALIENATION TO CLASS BENEFIT 

Males 

Time I ,85 

Time II 1. 29 

Time III 1.38 

(N) 

(63) 

(56) 

(55) 

Females 

.08 

.60 

.84' . 

(N) 

(44) 

(44) 

(40) 

The findings in Phase II that males were more alienated to class 

benefit than were females is not in accord with the findings from 

Phase I· A possible explanation for the differences between the two 

phases might be in the differences in numbers of males and females in 

Phase I and II. In Phase II there were more males in the sample, and 

in Phase I there were more females in the sample. 

The eighth hypothesis stated there is no significant difference 

between males and females in regard to class cohesiveness. (p~.05) 



No significant differences were found at the ,05 level on classroom 

groups Qr time periods. 
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The ninth hypothesis stated there is no significant difference 

between males and females in regard to social distance to the instruc

tor. (p~.05) ·Sex was significant at the .02 level as revealed in the 

analysis of variance results. The male over-all mean on social dis

tance was 3.57, and the female mean was 3.02. This indicated that 

males preferred a greater social distance to the instructors than did 

females. 

The tenth hypothesis stated there is no significant difference 

between males and females in regard to perceived power of the instruc

tor. · (p=.05) Sex was found to be significant at t~e .001 level as 

revealed in the analysis of variance res1,1lts The over-all mean .for 

males on perceived power of the instructor was 3.15, and the over-all 

female mean was 2.59. Further analysis revealed that males at all time 

periods perceived the instructor to have less power than did.the 

females. Table XXXVII serves to illustrate the differences between 

males and females at the various time periods. 

The eleventh hypothe6;is stated there is no significant difhrence 

between males and females in regard to perceived activity of the 

instructor. (p=.05) From the analysis of variance test sex was found 

not ta be signi:ficant at the .05 level. Sex·obtained significance at 

the .16 level. The over-all mean for :males was 3;21, and for females 

the over-all mean was 2.97. Observation of the means suggests that 

males perceived the instructor as being slightly less active than did 

the females. 



Time·I 

Time II 

Titne III 

l'ABLE.XXXVII 

TI:t-m·BY SEX-MEANS ON PERCEIVED POWER 
'OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Males 

. 3.08 

3.06 

(N) 

(63) 

(56) 

(55) 

Fetnales 

2.35 

2.66 

2,75 

.8;1! 

(N) 

(44) 

(44) 

(40) 

The twelfth hypothesis stated there is no significant difference 

between males and fetnales in regard to perceived value of the instruc-

tor. (p=.05) From the analysis of variance results sex was signifi-

cant at the ,004 level. The male over-all mean value on perceived 

value of the instructor was 2.95, .and the fetnale over~all mean was 

· 2.46. Further analysis reveals that both males and females perceived 

the instructor as decreasing in value over time as is indicated in 

Table·XXXV:UI. Also observed in the table is that feJ,Uales perceived 

the instructor to have more value at all time periods than did the 

males. 

In addition to testing the exploratory hypotheses,. it was decided 

to explore the relationship of student classification to alienation to 

class benefit, social distance to the instructor, value, .power, and 

activity of the instructor. Analysis of variance was used to assess 

the significance of classification to the factors under stlJ-dy. Tuk.ey's 



technique w~s also employed to examine mean differences among the 

freshrnan, sophomore, junior, and senior students. 

Time I 

Time III 

TABLE XXXVIII 

TIME Bi SEX MEANS ON PERCEIVED VALUE 
OF THE INSTRUCTOR 

Males 

2.74 

2.95 

3.14 

(N) 

(63) 

(56) 

(55) 

Females 

2,21 

2.58 

2.60 

82 

(N) 

(44) 

(44) 

(40) 

On student alienation to class benefit classification was found to 

be a significant variable at the .006 level from the analysis of vari-

ance test. Tukey's technique revealed a significant (P ~ .05) mean 

difference between freshmen and juniors, with the juniors being more 

alienated to class benefit than the freshmen. Another significant 

(P ~ ,05) mean difference was found between juniors and seniors, with 

the juniors being .more alienated than the seniors. Table XX.XIX con-

tains the means and mean differences of the various classifications on 

class benefit. 

Classification was not a significant factor at the .05 level in 

regard to social distance to the instructor, The classification means 
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revealed the freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors were homogeue-

ous in regard to the preferred social distance to the instructors. ·On 

perceived va1ue of the instructor, classification proved to be a non-

significant· factor using the . 05 criterion level. 

TABLE XXXIX 

CLASSIFICATION MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON 
STUDENT ALIENATION TO CI.ASS BENEFIT 

Cl~~'s:rffca tion Freshmen , Sophomore's,1Juni6rs Seniors 

Means (N) .73 1.02 1.56 .25 

Freshmen .73 (128) . 29 .83* .48 

· Sophomores 1.02 (89) .54 . 77 

Juniors 1.56 (62) 1.31* 

Seniors .25 (23) 

Mean difference required for significance at .05 level ~ .83 

*Significant P ~ .05 

Classification was a significant factor on the perceived power of 

the instructor. From the analysis of variance results classification 

was significant at the .02 level. Further analysis using 'l\lkey's tech-

nique revealed the senior group perceived the instructor as having more 

power than did the freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. Table XL 
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contains the classification means and mean differences on perceived 

power of the instructor. 

TABLE.XL 

CLASSI]f!CA,TION MEANS A,ND MEANDlFFERE;NCES ON 
THE PERCEIVED POWER OF THE INS!R.UCTOR 

C1assifica ti on Freshmen Sophgmores Juniors 

Means (N) 2.90 2.96 2.95 

Frei:ib.men 2.90 (12.8) .06 .05 

Sophomores 2.96 (89) .01 

Juniors 2,95 (62) 

Seniors 2,14 (23) 

Mean difference required for significance at .05 level= .70 

*Significant P s ,05 

·Seniors 

2.14 

• 76* 

.82* 

.81* 

On perceived activity of the instructor classification was also 

found to be a.s:i,gnificant facto:i; at the ,03 ,level. Having found sig .. 

nif;i.cance from the analysis of variance,. the means and mean differ• 

ences were then viewed and tested byTUkey's technique to ascertain the 

significant mean differences. As can be noted in Table· XLI, the only 

significant difference at the .05 level was between sophomores and sen-

iors, with the seniors perceiving the instructor as being more active. 

i 



TABLE XLI 

CLASSIFICATION MEANS AND MEAW D!FFERENGES ON 
';['HE Pll:RCEIVED AQTIVlTY OF THE INS'J'RUCTOR 

85 

Classific:ation Freshmen Sophomores Juniors ·Seniors 

Means (N) 3,13 3.41 3.17 2.46 

Freshmen 3.13 (128) 028 .04 .67 

Sophomores 3.41 (89) .24 .95*. 

Juniors 3.17 (62) . 71 

·Seniors 2.46 . (23) 

Mean differenae required for significance at .05 level= .74 

*Significant P ~ ,05 

In regard to perceived value of the instructor, classification was 

pot a significant factor. Freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors 

all perceived the value of the instructor in a.homogeneous manner • 

. In keeping with the e~ploratory nature of this study, it was 

decided to e~amine the relationship of the two instructors and their 

classes independent of one another. By combining the classes of 

Instructor A.(female) into one group and combining the classes of 

Instructor B (male) into another group» it was then thought that the 

instructor influence could be investigated. Using the analysis of 

variance as the testing procedure, the instructors and their classes 

were then compared. When comparing the two groups» it was observed 
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that Inst:ructor :a, who taught classrooms III P II and IV P II, was 

perceived to have more value than Instructor A, Group differences on 

perceived value of the instructor were significant at the .001 level. 

Further considerations on instructors revealed no significant differ

ences at the .05 significance level, 

Findings of the Interview 

A brief summary of each interview is presented without any 

attempts at quc;i.ntifying the information. First, wit.h,Instructor A 

(female) on classroom I P II the interview information is summarized 

as follows. Instructor A felt classroom IP II, during the first five 

weeks, allowed for a broad and fairly inclusive communication network. 

According to Instructor A, students were seated too close together in 

classroom I P II. Students in classroom I P II participated in dis

cussions willingly; however» the last fifteen minutes of the class 

seemed to go downhill as far as discussion was concerned, No differen

tial in access to classroom information was noted by the instructor, 

and no subgroups were apparent to the instructor. 

During the second five week period Instructor A of classroom I 

P II reported that communication was still open; however, students 

seated in the front of the room apparently had greater access to the 

information than did students seated in the back of the room. The 

general tone of classroom IP II was friendly; however,. Instructor A 

was somewhat discouraged by the inability of students to summarize 

their thoughts on problems and issues discussed in the class. During 

the second five week period a subgroup did emerge, and this group 

developed alliances on certain issues. Instructor A felt this alliance 



of supportive group effort was not in the best interest of the whole 

class. 
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During.the final five week period Instructor A said the communica

tion network was still open; however, fewer·students were·participating 

.in the discussions. ·Tone of the class.remained friendly, but partici• 

pation in class discussions·had dwindled over the preceding periods . 

. Instructor A felt classr0om IP II was more cohesive than non-cohesive 

over all time periods. In general Instructor 0A was satisfied with the 

control class. 

The next interview summary is concerned with Instructor A on 

classroom II P II at the various time periods. Instructor A pointed 

out that discussion and participation were limited during the first 

five week period in classroom II P ·II. Students entered into discus

sions cautiously and much of the time the students were unwilling to 

contribute to discui;;sion. Instructor A stated, ''Best way to describe 

this class is a bunch of sponges, They just wait for me to put out 

information. They never get into it or offer any information; in fact, 

it's just like me talking to that bookcase over there." When asked if 

they would respond in any way, Instructor A replied, "Not unless I just 

pull information out of them." The manner used by Instructor A to 

"pull" information out of students was to askspecific questions to 

individual students . 

. During the second five week period,. Instructor A was still having 

problems getting the students to participate. Instructor A felt stu

dents were indifferent to the class. Furthermore, the class was diffi

cult to teach, according to Instructor A. Students in classroom II 

P Il were not willing to recognize problem areas or discuss them. 
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Instructor. A was of the belief that classroom II P II was just one of 

those unusual classes in which little could be done to obtain students' 

interest. 

The final five week period evaluation by Instructor A was still on 

the negative side; however, the discussion and participation had in~ 

creased some, Increase in discussion was primarily associated with 

students seated in the front of the room, Throughout the semester 

Instructor A was negative about classroom II P II. !nstructor A did 

not feel that spacing the students was the problem; however, she did 

feel that it had some kind of effect. ·Instructor A was of the opinion 

that students disliked the seating arrangement. The access of informa

tion to students in classroom II P II was felt by the instructor to be 

somewhat inadequate, .in that students in the back of the room appeared 

to be receiving less information. In regard to Instructor A and her 

negative evalvation of classroom II P II, she did say that she had had 

other classes like this, and for her there was little, if anything, 

that could be done to stimulate students. 

The next interview summarized concerns Instructor B (male), 

classroom III P II~ at time one .. Instructor·B felt the communication 

network was fairly inclusive 9 but not all students were involved in the 

communication process. In classroom III P II all students had equal 

access to information. During the first five weeks, approximately one

third of the students were participating openly in class discussions. 

The other students participated caut:iously. Instructor B was on the 

posi ti.ve side in his evaluation of classroom III P II. The major 

problems outlined by Instructor B concerned poor student presentations, 

which served to create disinterest among.the class. When presentations 
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were poor, it was Instructor B who had to get the class interested, 

Instructor B felt challenged by the panel type of instruction, but did 

say it was rather difficult to stimulate and motivate students to 

participate and give good presentations • 

. During the second five week period, the•instructor reported that 

it was becoming easier to stimulate class discussion and presentations 

were improving. The general tone of the class remained friendly; how

ever, it was pointed out by Instructor B that it was necessary for 

students to accommodate one student. Apparently, one of the students 

had so-called "red neck" views which were not in accord with other 

students' views. 

Ouring the final five week period,. the discussion and presenta• 

tions were becoming increasingly weak, and Instructor B reported it was 

necessary for him to stimulate students, . Instructor B related his 

efforts at motivating students were, in the main, unsuccessful, In

structor B in his over·all view of classroom III P II related that 

students passively accepted the seating arrangement and were reluctant 

at first to class presentations. Reluctance to presentations was 

slowly overcome as the semester progressed. General feeling of Instruc

tor B on presentations was that some students were excited about pre

senting, and others were hesitant and reluctant, 

The next interview summarization involves classroom IV P II at 

time one, with Instructor B. Instructor B was, in the main, satisfied 

with classroom IV P IL He reported students were active and partici

pated willingly in class discussions" Also; he noted little reluctance 

to class presentations. Communication was described as good and inclu

sive. The use of microphones was felt by the instructor to have 



numerous effects. He reported students accepted and caught on to using 

microphones within two or three class meetings. Instructor B observed 

that microphone usage served to decrease sly remarks and mumbling whem 

speaking in class, Also noted was that microphone usage served to 

facilitate students collecting their thoughts in a more adequate manner 

before speaking to the class. 

During the second five week period,, Instructor B reported communi

cation to be good and presentations to be getUng a little better. 

Also pointed out by Instructor B was that student use of microphones 

was beneficial in the sense that students on the front rows, when talk

ing with the panel» could be heard by everyone in the class .. students 

in classroom IV P II were able to bring up issues and discuss them 

adequately~ according to Instructor B. 

·During the last five week period~ instructor B felt the class was 

weaker on presentations than in preceding weeks. Also communication 

was less open with fewer numbers of students·actively engaging in.dis

cussions. According to Instructor B~ students in classroom IV P II 

were more anxious about the semester ending than they were about course 

materials. Instructor B contended that, over-all, the semester with 

classroom J;V P II had been quite an experience, He felt the general 

tone of the class had been good. Students were friendly and willing 

to discuss and participate. Instructor B was delighted to have such a 

small class and felt he had gained some information about how to stimu-

· late and motivate students. His evaluation of the method of instruc

tion was neither negative nor positive. He felt panel-type classes 

required more preparation on his part than straight lecture. Instruc

tor B comments on the two-way communication system.were, in the main» 



positive, especially in light of his observation of students' recep

tiveness to microphones. Instructor B felt it was more difficult for 

him to adjust to microphone usage than it was for the students. 

According to Instructor B, classroom IV P II was the best class he 
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had that semester. However, when asked if he would consider conducting 

another class in the same manner, bis reluctance was quite noticeable. 

Instructor B responded to running another class in the same manner by 

saing, "It's too,much works although some of what we did in this class 

is worthy of a little extra effort on the students' and my part." 



CHAPTER V 

.S~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In tr oduc ti on 

This chapter presents the interpretation and integration of the 

findings· in ,relation to the exploratory nature of the prol;:>lem •. The 

problem under· study, involves the examining· of various classl;'oom ar

rangements· and methods of instruction in relation to student alienation 

, to class ·benefit, social distance to t;:he. instructor, class. cohesive .. 

ness, and perceived value, power, and activity.of the instructor. 

The present chapter is composed of six parts. Part one concerns 

the interpretation of the findings obtained from Phase I. Part two 

focuses on the interpretation of the findings from Pnase·II. Part 

tht;"ee p:i:;ovides an integration of both phases anc;l major findings. Part 

four contains a summary of the interviews, Part five discusses the 

limi ti:itions of the study~ and the final part of this chapter is the 

conclusion to the study. 

.J:>hase·I Summary 

'In order to·assess·the general findings of J:>hase·I, the three 

classroom groups ·will be looked at separately, and then all groups will 

be viewed in comparison to·one another, Classrooms IP I and III PI 

are compared since these classrooms had the same instructor, The 
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various time periods are also discussed in relation to the over~all 

problem. 

First, the general findings are given of each classroom group. 
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Classroom group I P I was a control group and an honors introductory 

section with a small number (N=l9) of students enrolled. Traditional 

seating arrangements and lecture were employed in this class. This 

group revealed the greatest alienation to class benefit of all groups. 

In addition, it was observed that cohesiveness of this group was great-

er than the cohesiveness exhibited in the other groups. Classroom 

group IP I perceived the instructor to have less value, power, and 

activity than did the other classroom groups . 

. Classroom group :u P I was a control group and an introductory 

class with an average size enrollment (N~49) for classes of this kind. 

Traditional seating arrangements and lecture as the method of instruc

tion were employed in this class. Of all groups, this group appeared 

to be the least alienated to class benefit~ significantly less alienat

ed than classroom I P I, Classroom group II P I provided evidence 

which suggested they preferred greater social distance to the instruc~ 

tor than did the other two groups. ·Social distance to the instructor~ 

being greater in group II P I~ might be explained by the size of the 

class, No evidence is available to verify this point •. Group II P I 

means on all other factors under study fell in the middle~ between 

group I P I and group III P I. 

The experimental classroom group III P I was an honors introduc

tory section with a small number (N=22) of students enrolled. The 

experimental conditions were seating students four feet apart and panel 

type of instruction. As noted in Chapter III the arrangement of the 
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classroom and method of instruction changed at four week intervals . 

. Students in this class were somewhat less cohesive than in the other 

two groups. Perceived power of the instructor was greater in classroom 

III P I than in classroom I P L In addition, it was observed that 

classroom group III.PI perceived the instructor to be of more value 

and be moreactive than did group IP L The instructor for classroom 

III P I was the same instructor that taught classroom I P I. 

The comparison of all groups reveals that differences did exist 

on alienation to class benefit and on the perceived value, activity, 

and power of the instructor. In the aforementioned discussion of each 

group, the specific differences were noted. It was of particular 

interest to compare group I P I to. group· III P I since the s.;ime instruc ... 

·tor taught both groups, and both groups were honors students. On 

alienation to class benefit, group I P I was somewhat more alienated 

than group III PI, and this was consistent at all time periods. No 

real differences existed between group I P I and III P I on preferred 

social distance to the instructor. As previously mentioned, group I 

P I was somewhat more cohesive than group III P L Also, as has al

ready been noted, group I P I perceived the instructor to have less 

value, power, and activity than did group III P I. 

These findings reveal that after controling factors of instructor 

and type of students (honors), the varying methods of instruction and 

changed spatial relationships of members of the class did have some 

e;Efec ts, Further interpretation of the findings considers the time 

element and its effects upon the factors under study. 

The importance of the time factor becomes obvious when reviewing 

the findings of Phase·I, Time was found to be a significant factor in 
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assessing students' preferred social distance to the instructors. The 

general trend was for all classes to increase social distance to the 

instructor. Classroom III P I at time three was an exception to this. 

On perceived power and value of the instructor, time was noted to be a 

significant factor. Perceived power of the instructor decreased over 

time in all three classes .. The value of the instructor may be viewed 

as following the same trend as social distance and power; however, 

classroom II P I~ at time three~ did attribute to·the instructor 

slightly more value than at time two. 

Phase II Summary 

Remaining within the same framework used in reporting the findings 

of Phase I~ this part summarizes the general findings of Phase IIo 

Firstj the four classroom groups are discussed separately, then compar

isons are made. Secondly~ the time factor and its significance are 

related to the various areas under studyo 

Classroom I P II was the control section composed of social prob

lems students. Traditional seating arrangements and lecture were 

employed in this class. This class had the lowest over-all mean to 

alienation to class benefit of all classes; however, .it was not signif

icantly lower at the .05 level. . Students in classroom I P II perceived 

the instructor to have less power than did the other groups, signifi

cantly (P ~ .05) less power than classroom group III P II. The in~ 

structor for classroom I P II was a female and she was also the 

instructor for classroom II p·rr, 

Classroom II P II was a social problems section with normal spac

ing among stqdents .. Group II P II appeared to be the least cohesive 
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class of all groups, significantly (P ·~ .05) less cohesive than grqup 

·IV P II. Students in group II P II perceived the instructor to have 

significantly less value than did group III P II, and, in general, 

group II P II perceived the instructor to have less value than the 

other groups. Perceived power of the instructor was seen by students 

in group II P II to be significantly (P ~ .05) less than was perceived 

by students in group III P II, Although significance was not estab

lished at the .05 level» the data suggest group II P II per<;eived the 

instructor to be less active than the other groups. 

Classroom group III P II was composed of introductory sociology 

students who were seated four feet apart, The instructor for group III 

P II was a male and he also taught group IV P II. Also in group III 

P II students participated in presenting the class materials. The data 

reveal the mean value on student alienation to class benefit to be 

larger than any other group. However». the mean value is not signifi

cantly (P ~ ,05) larger than the other groups. The mean on social 

distance to the instructor was less for group III P II than any other 

group; however~ it was not significantly (P ~ ,05) less, Since the 

mean vall;leS were not significantly different on alienation and Socia~ 

distance, no generalizati0ns are merited. The evidence that group III 

P II was more alienated and preferred greater social distance to the 

instructor is not warranted by the mean values, Students in group III 

P II perceived the value of the instructor to be significantly greater 

(,05) than did groups IP II and II P II, Perceived power of the 

instructor was greatest in group III P II, Students in group III P II 

perceived instructor power significantly (,05) greater than did stu

dents in all other groups. 
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Classroom group ~V P II was composed of introductory sociology 

students. Spacing of ~our feet, panel-type classes, and two-way cornm1,1-

nication were the experimental conditions for this class. Classroom 

group IV P II had the smallest number of students enrolled of all 

classes in Phase II. Classroom IV P II appeared to be the most cohe

sive class,.significantly (,05) more cohesive than group I!. GroupIV, 

.as well as group.III, appeared to perceive. the instructor as being 

somewhat more powerful and active than did groups I P II and II P II. 

On the perceived value of the instructor, the data suggest that group 

IV P II along with group III P II assigned more value to the instructor 

than did groups I P II and II P II. 

Group I P II and II P II were taught by the same instructor and 

both were social problems sections. Groups III P II and IV P II were 

taught by the same instructor and both were introductory sections. 

Summarizing the findings of the two instructors' classes by combining 

their classes into Instructor A classes groups I P II and II P II and 

Instructor B classes groups III .p Ir and IV P Il;~ it was noted that 

students in Instructor B's classes perceived the value, activity, and 

power of the instructor to be significantly {P S: .Ol) greater than stu

dents in groups l P II and II P II. No other significant differences 

at the .05 level were found. 

·Sex was isolated,. and it was found that females in all classes 

were significantly {P = .001) less alienated than the males. Sex was 

also noted to be a.significant factor on preferred social distance to 

the instructor. Females preferred less social distance to the instruc

tor than did males, significant at ,02 level. On perceived value of 

the instructor,. it was the females who valued the instructor the most 



in all cases. Males perceived the instructor to have significa.p.tly 

less ·(P = .001) power than did the females. 
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Summarizing the effects of student classification reveals that 

freshmen and seniors were the least alienated to class benefit, with 

the seniors being somewhat less alienated to class benefit than the 

freshmen. Although not significant at the .05 level~ it appears that 

seniors preferred less social distance than did the freshmen, sopho

mores, and juniors, The da,ta suggest that seniors perceived the value 

of the instructor to be greater than the other classes; however, sig

nificance was not obtained on this at the .05 level, Significance was 

found at the .05 level on seniors who perceived the power of the in~ 

structor to be greater than the freshmen, sophomores~ and juniors. 

Seniors perceived the activity of the instructor to l:>e greater than 

the other classifications~ significantly. (. 05) greater than the sop ho-

mores. 

The over.-time effects in Phase II of this study revealed that 

student alienation to class benefit tended to increase over time in 

all classes with the exception of group U P II at time three. A 

possible explanati.on for group II P II at time three being less alien

ated to class benefit might be the small number of students who respond-

ed at ti,me three. Only fifteen out of twenty-eight students responded 

at time three in classroom II P II. Preferred social distance to the 

i~structor over time did not change substantially. Class cohesiveness 

over time did not fluctuate significantly .. J;n all classes the general 

trend was for the perceived value of the instructor to decrease over 

time. Classroom group II P II at time three was an exception to this; 

however~ as previously mentioned, only fifteen of twenty-eight students 
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responded at time three. On perceived power of the instructor, time 

was not found to be a significant (p = .05) factor. The perceived 

activity. of the instructor over time was insignificant (.05) as re

vealed in the analysis of variance results, . However, when combining 

the instructor's classes, it was observed that Instructor B apparently 

was perceived as losing activity over time, whereas·Instructor·A was 

perceived as slightly. gaining in activity. 

Additional over-time findings with instructors combined revealed 

that Instructor A (female) apparently was perceived as losing more 

power than Instructor B (male); however, significance was not estab

lished at the .05 level to substantiate this conclusion. 

Both males and females increased over time on student alienation 

to class benefit. Perceived value of the instructor by males and 

females tended to decrease over time in all classes. Males and females 

tended to view the activity. level of the instructor as decreasing over 

time in all classes. On time by classification, it was noted that 

freshmen and soppomores tended to become increasingly alienated over 

time, whereas no clear trend emerged on the juniors and seniors. 

Freshmen and sophomores tended to perceive the instructor as having 

less value over time. No such trend emerged with juniors and seniors 

on value of the instructor. 

Common Findings of Phase I and Phase II 

A comparison of Phase I findings with Phase II findings should be 

considered in light of the different research designs that were imple

mented. ·Some common grounds do emerge when viewing both phases. Both 

phases focused on the same factors, student alienation to class 
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benefit, class cohesiveness, preferred social distance to the instruc-

tor~ and perceived value, activity~ and power of the instructor. Both 

phases involved lower division sociology classes made up of primarily 

freshmen and sophomores. Differences in the two phases included the 

measurement time intervals, one Phase I measured at four weeks, the 

other Phase II measured at five weeks. Differences existed in the size 

of schools where the samples were obtained. One school was a state 

university with approximately 18~000 students enrolled; the other was 

a state college with approximately 5~000 students enrolled. Methods of 

instruction and classroom arrangements were also different in the two 

phases. 

Within the realm of these methodological differences it was ob-

served that in both phases students tended to become somewhat more 

alienated to class benefit over timej regardless of the experimental 

conditions. In Phase I preferred social distance to the instructor 

tended to increase over time, but in Phase II this trend was not 

found. Cohesiveness over time was not significant in either study. 

In Phase II only the classes of Instructor B (male) tended to view the 

instructor as bei,ng less active over time. The general finding of both 

studies revealed that,. in the mainj. the perceived value of the instruc-

tor decreased over time. In Phase I the perceived power of the in-

structor tended to decrease over timej whereas in Phase II this trend 

was not so clear. 

Comparison of Phase I and II reveals that students at the state 

university obtained higher mean values on alienation to class benefit 

than did students at the state college~ thus suggesting that university 

• students may be more alienated to class benefit than state college 
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students. The same instrument was used in measuring alienation to 

class benefit in both phases. In both phases on preferred social dis

tance to the instructor, using the same instruments, the mean values 

tended to be fairly homogeneous. Comparison of class cohesiveness by 

the two phases is difficult since the Phase'!! instrument differed :f;rom 

the one used in phase I. On perceived power, value, and activity of 

the instructor, the mean values obtained in both phases appear to be 

fairly homogeneous, 

Summary of the Interviews 

In Phase II an attempt was made to compare studentsu responses to 

their respective instructor's views. Instructor A on classroom IP II 

was» in the main, pleased with the class. However, Instructor A on 

classroom II P II was somewhat negative about the class. In reviewing 

the students' responses no apparent differences existed between class~ 

room I P II and II P II on alienation to class benefit, social distance 

to the instructor, class cohesiveness, and perceived value of the 

instructor. Slight differences did exist between classroom IP II and 

II P II on power of the instructor. Classroom II P II was the only 

class in the entire study where power of the instructor tended to in

crease over time. Students in classroom II P II also tended to view 

the activity level of the instructor as increasing over time. In 

regard to Instructor A and her evaluation of the classes,. it appears 

that the class that perceived her as having the most power and greatest 

activity level was the class she was most dissatisfied with. 

The interview with Instructor B revealed he was, in the main, 

positive toward both classroom III P II and IV P II; however, he tended 
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to be somewhat more positive toward c1assroom IV P II. Student aliena

tion to class benefit appeared to be about the same in.both classes. 

Social distance to the instructor was only slightly greater in group l;V 

P II than in group III P II. Classroom IV P II was somewhat less cohe

sive than group III P II. Neither social distance nor cohesiveness was 

significantly different. On perceived value and activity of the in-

s true tor it appears that group III P II and IV P II were homogeneous. 

A difference did exist between classroom III P II and IV P II on per

ceived power of the instructor~ as classroom III P II perceived In

structor B to have more power than classroom IV P II. Therefore, the 

class that Instructor B seemed to be somewhat more positive on per

ceived his power to be less than classroom III P II. 

A subjective interpretation of the interviews when compared with 

the more objective responses of the students revealed that the instruc

tors were not completely in accord with their respective classes. 

However, certain limitations do exist when trying to compare the stu

dents' responses to just one instructor, Quantification of instructors' 

viewpoints was not made~ yet students' views are all reported in the 

form of quantified data. The interview with the instructors was limit

ed due to time and lack of specific questions which corresponded to the 

student questionnaire. 

Limitations of Study 

The present study includes some weaknesses that should be recog

nized, .especially in light of the general findings. First~ this study 

was limited to the classes in which the research was conducted. Any 

generalizations beyond these classes are to be made with caution. 
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Seven classes, four instructors, and 197 students were involved in both 

phases. The sample of 197 students was repeatedly sampled over time, 

thereby providing strength to the results reported in this study, Due 

to the varying classroom arrangements and methods of instruction, the 

sample became somewhat smaller for each of the classrooms studied, 

Therefore, the specific samples for each of the classrooms is limited 

in size. 

Phase I was limited in that the two-way communication system was 

not used. The interviews with the instructors in Phase lI produced 

less information than was originally desired. ·Measurement intervals in 

Phase lI fluctuated as much as two days, which may have served to limit 

the study. In classroom IV P II the two-way communication system did 

not work for two class meetings. The sample size in classroom II P II 

at time three in the final study dropped substantially over time one 

and time two measurement periods. Further limitations include diffi

culties in comparing state university students 'to state college stu

dents on the factors under study, since differing measurement intervals 

were used and the research design was different, 

In the analysis of the data the lack of a satisfactory procedure 

to handle the independence of samples when repeated measures are taken 

may serve to limit the study. Although this limitation may exist, the 

general trend of the findings is not totally dependent upon the analy

sis of variance results. 

Conclusion 

This exploratory study has investigated a number of factors oper

ating within the classroom social environment. The findings of this 
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study are to be recognized in relationship to the limitatio~s of the 

study. Evidence provided in this study suggests that sex, classifica

tion, time, size of school, methods of instruction, physical arrange

ment of tb,e classroom» and instructor have various effects upon the 

social interaction process operating in the class. The time element 

appeared to be one of the most significant factors in this study. That 

is, it was observed in many of the classes under study, regardless of 

instructional procedures and classroom arrangements, that students 

became more alienated to class benefit over time,.and students tended 

to perceive the instructor as having less value, power, and activity 

over time. 

In light of the findings on increasing alienation to class benefit 

and decreasing instructor value,.power, and activity over time, the 

author feels the evidence noted in this study is suggestive of an 

inability by the students and instructors to define the classroom situ

ation in a satisfactory way, From the interview with the teachers the 

author got the impression that the teachers were more satisfied with 

their classes than were the students, When teacher-defined situations 

are different from student-defined situations, then some form of ten

sion and strain is likely to develop. The results obtained in this 

study suggest that when students have a more active part in defining 

the classroom situation, then they perceive the instructor as having 

more value and power. 

A social environment is one that allows all persons in that envir

onment to have some say about the processes operating within the en

vironment. Therefore, when the instructor becomes the only person 

defining th<;! situation in the classroom, the students are·likely to 
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become alienated to it and perceive their instructor as having little 

value and power. Students' perspective on instructor power may be seen 

in terms of the instructor's social power. Accordingly, when the in

structor becomes overly dominant~ the students may see the instructor 

as having little power to direct the social environment. In other 

words, the overly dominant instructor who places restraints upon dis

cussion and commu.nication .within the classroom is most likely to be 

perceived by students as a teacher without power to control the social 

environment of the classroom. When communication in the classroom 

becomes a one-way process from teacher to students with no channels 

for· student communication back to the instructor, the social environ

of the classroom is severely damaged. The traditional college class

room has been primarily a lecture situation, and there is relatively 

little evidence available as to what students' feelings are about this 

type of situation. Evidence obtained in this study suggests that 

students are not satisfied with traditional teaching methods. Also 

noted in this study is evidence which suggests that when students are 

more involved in class presentations and discussion, students are more 

tolerant of the teacher and the classroom environment. 

The alienation to class benefit noted in this research should be 

considered in a significant finding. The implications of student 

alienation to class benefit are far-reaching. Apparently there are 

many instructors who are unable or unwilling to try to understand the 

importance of social interaction in the classroom. Therefore, a likely 

result when interaction is absent in the classroom is student aliena

tion to class benefit. This alienation to class benefit is not totally 

the instructor 1 s problem, .for there are other sources that should be 
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considered. Possible sources contributing to the student alienation to 

class benefit noted in this study include: (1) The ideology that youf!.g 

people should obtain a college education in order that they JllaY obtdn 

success. (2) The very structure of many college classrooms does not 

encourage interaction and communication among students and teachers. 

(3) The difficulty that many students may experience in trying to find 

mean;Lng and purpose in a.classroom lecture situation where the instruc

tor provides a.very limited perspective to understanding of life as a 

process. · (4) The impersonal nature of a rigidly structured classroom 

composed of persons behaving in a.prescribed manner carrying out their 

specific roles and functions may serve to-facilitate the increasing 

alienation to class benefit. 

Alienation as revealed in this study is present in the classroom, 

and its presence may. be a reflection on the whole educational process. 

The school and the classroom are part of the socializing- process and 

when a situation arises where students are becoming increasingly 

alienated to a part of the socializing process~ the school is not 

meeting its social function. Socialization is a continual on~going 

process which instills into persons the importance of social interac

tion. When tpe school and the classroom are not contributing to the 

socialization process~ a situation arises that may create persons who 

are unable to relate to one another in a meaningful way. 

The possible sources of alienation to class benefit cannot be 

fully examined due to the numerous sources contributing to it. How

ever, it should be fairly obvious that if efforts are not made to curb 

. the increasing alienation among students, our college classrooms are 

subject to being continually viewed as decreasing in value. While the 



author is unable to predict exactly what will happen if alienation 

among students is not harnessed, it does appear that some type of 

change will occur. Increasing alienation among students may result 
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in a total destruction of the social interaction process in the college 

classroom. The ideology of increasing the structure and prescribing 

what is to transpire in the classroom is certainly not the answer to 

curbing alienation. Increasing the structure and form with no concern 

for the content creates a situation which serves to hinder the full 

social development of persons -who can interact with others. 

The decreasing value~ power, and activity of the instructor noted 

in this research serve to reinforce the findings on alienation to class 

benefit" As alienation to class benefit increases, the power, value, 

and activity of the instructor decrease. Therefore, this may be viewed 

as a situation in which the instructor's and students' definition of 

the situation is not in agreement. The classroom when viewed as a 

social environment requires that the instructor and the students be 

constrained by one another. Therefore, when either the students or the 

instructor totally constrain the other, a situation develops which may 

create alienation to the situation. Apparently, in the classes sampled 

in this study, the constraint factor in social interaction was not 

conducive to open communication and interaction. While constraint is 

necessary for social interaction, it cannot be a one-way type of 

constraint. When two~way constraint is absent in an environment such 

as the classroom, then the situation is likely to be defined as dull, 

boring, and void of meaning for those involved. 

In concluding this paper it is necessary to mention that this 

study was approached with a sincere interest in trying to find out 
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"just what is going on in the classroom." Recommen.dations stemming 

from this research center on the idea that efforts should be made by 

individual teachers and their students to share in defining their own 

classrooms. The most sophisticated research or researcher cannot pro

vide the individual instructor with information as to how to conduct 

his own classes, ·Some of the findings in this research might be con

sidered as discouraging; however» the knowledge gained in this research 

should serve to alert others to the importance of studying the social 

factors in the classroom. 
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DO'NOT SIGN.YOUR NAME TO THIS FORM 

The purpose of this survey is to gain a.better understanding of 
the social environment. There are no right or wrong responses. Please 
respond according to the way YOU feel .. Your responses are·important 
in gaining a.better understanding of the social environment. 

Part I 
·INSTRUCTIONS 

Please provide the following information: 

Age~ _____ Sex ____ _.._Major (current or planned) _______________ --------~ 

Classification (Freslunan, etc.) _______ Marital status ____ _,,.. ___________ ~ 

Home State __________________ Approximate size of hometown.__ ____ _,....__,._,_ __ 

Part II 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Check·your first feeling reactions to your present instructor py 
placing an ! after the row of seating you would prefer at this time. 

Present 
Instructor 

·Front 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Back 8 



. Part III 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Place an X in the appropriate blank in each case. 

Who actually benefits from this class? 
Class members~. ---~
The instructor and others ------

How much influence do you feel you have in the class? 
Very much----
Qui te a bit~-~-
Some -----Very little -----... None at all ____ _ 

How much 11 say11 do you feel members should have about how the class 
is run? 

Less say-_____ _ 
About the same -----More say-----

To what extent do you feel that you benefit from the class? 
Very much -------Quite a bit------
Some -----Not very much 

...,._ ___ _ 
None at all _____ __ 

Part IV 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Here is how you are to use these scales: 

If you feel that your concept of the person at the top of the scale, 
your instructor, is very closely related to one end of the scale, 
you should place your check~mark as follows: 

Fair _L: __ . :_: __ :_: __ :_ unfair 

or 

Fair : : : : : : X unfair -- ----- -----·-- ----·---- ----
If you feel that the concept is quite closely related to one or the 
other end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your 
check-mark as follows: 

Fair __ ;_x_: __ ._: __ :_:_. __ : __ unfair 

or 

Fair : : : : : · X : unfair 
-.......------~-
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H the concept seems only slightly related to one side as opposed to 
the other side (but is not really neutral), then you should check as 
follows: 

. Fair _:_:__!....:_:_:_:_ unfair 

or 

Fair : : : : , X : : unfair ,..__.,.. ____ _......_ 
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The direction toward which you check~ of course, depends upon which of 
the two ends of the scale seem most characteristic of the thing you're 
judging. 
If you consider the concept to be s:!n&liltral on the scale,. both sides of 
the scale eguaUy associated with the concept, or if the sea.le is 
completely.irrelevant~ unrelated to the concept, then you should place 
your check-mark in the middle space: 

Fair : : : : : : unfair ----------
Important: (1) Place your check~marks in the middle of the spaces, 

not on the boundaries: 
This Not this 

~:-~:~~..2L_: __ x: __ : __ _ 

(2) Be sure you check every scale for every concept~-do not 
omit any. 

(3) Never put more than one check-mark on a single scale. 

In the test make each item a separate and independent judgement. Work 
at fairly high speed through this test. It is your fi,rst impressions, 
the immediate "feelings" about the item~ that we want. On the other 

·hand, please do not be careless~ .. because we want your true impressions, 

Your Instructor 

pessimistic_: __ : __ :_: __ ._: __ : __ optimistic 

positive_~:__..._: ___ : ___ : ___ :~:~negative 

weak __ :~--=~-=~:~~=---:-~strong 

severe_~: __ : __ : __ ._:_. __ : __ :_lenient 

humorous __ : ____ : __ ~:~~: ___ : ___ :~serious 

boring~:-~=-~:~-:~: __ :~~interesting 

excitin~:----'--: __ :_:~: __ : __ calm 



Part V 

· Do you feel that you are really a part of this class as a group 
process? . ( Check only one ) 

~---~- Really a part 

Included in most ways 

Included in some ways but not others 

---- Don't feel I really belong 

----Don't think of this class as a group process 

Not ascertained ----
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1. ·Does your class enjoy working together? 

ALWAYS USUALLY · S'OMETIMES · SELDCM NEVER 

2. When students from other classes criticize your class, do you 
defend your class? 

ALWAYS USUALLY ' ,P 00 TIMES 'SELDOM NEVER 

3. Do you feel that class members think that everyone should go along 
with what the class decides: 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

4. Do you feel cl.ass members can express their ideas freely in class
room discussions? 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM·. NEVER 

5. If class members seem to be having difficulty in this class (for 
example unable to verbally express themselves or have difficulty with 
class work) do you feel that the class as a group will help them? 

ALWA~S USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

6. If threatened, do you feel that class members would join together 
and handle the situation? 

ALWAYS 'USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

7. Do you feel that this class as a group is seeking the same things? 

ALWAYS USUALLY . SCMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 
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oo:NOTSIGN YOUR, NAME TO THIS.FORM 

The purpos~ of this survey is to gain a better understanding of 
the classroom environment. There are no right or wrong responses. 
Please respond according.to the way YOU feel. Your responses ar~ 
important in gaining a better understanding.of the classroom environ
ment. 

Part ·I 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Please provide the following information: 

Age ----~ Sex --~~ Major (current or planned) 

Classification· (Freslunan» etc.) Marital status ~---------

Home State Approximate size of hometown.~---------

Part II 
. INSTRUC'J:!ONS 

Check your first feeling reactions to instructors as a group, not the 
best or the worst you have known, but think of the stereotype that you 
have of all instructors. 

First put an .! after the row of seating you would prefer if listening 
to tlw lectures of the stereotyped instructor,. then in like manner 
put an ! in the row of seating you would prefer if listening to the 
lectures of the best instructor you know, and continue by putting an 

·! in the row for the worst instructor you know, and finally put an! 
in the row of seating.you would prefer for·the present instructor. 

· Stereotyped Best ·Worst . Present 
Instructor Instructor Instructor Instructor 

·Front 1 1 1 1 

2 2 2 2 

3 ,3 3 3 

4 4 4 4 

5 5 5 5 

6 6 6 6 

7 7 7 7 

8 8 8 8 
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A.strµctured interview took place with the instructors as to the 
··1-~'.U!'1 

communication and interactional patterns in the classroom. During the 

interview the following questions were asked, 

I. Is the communication network a broad and inclusive one, in 

which everyone in the group can and does communicate with everyone 

else? 

Does the communication network show differential completeness of 

information--that is, is all information passed on to some members or 

some part of the part, while others receive, in decreasing amounts, 

incomplete, partial. or little information? 

Does the communication network show differential accessibility of 

information--that i_s. do some have full accessibility to group informa-

tion while others, in decreasing amounts, have incomplete, partial, or 

little accessibility to group information? 

II, How much does the class participate in discussion? (much, 

some, none, etc.) 

How does the class participate? (cautiously, willingly, etc,) 

Are there noticeable subgroup or clique alignments in discussion? 

'Which subgroup, if any, monopolizes or is dominant? 

What is the behavior of others? 

III. Does task behavior occupy most of the time and attention of 

the class? 

. Does non-task or social-emotional behavior occupy most of the time 

and attention of the class? 

What is the proportion of each on specific occasions? 
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IV. What kinds of contribution does the class make in a general 

discussion period? Recogp.ize problems or issues? Initiate sugges

tions? Add facts or information? Foresee consequences? Clarify 

. decisions? . Identify weaknesses or omissions? .·Does the class summarize 

discussion? .etc. 

What kinds of contribution are typical of certain subgroups, if 

any? 

V. What is the feeling or tone in the class during discussions 

and other interaction? (friendly give-and-take, constructive, criti

cal, etc.) 

Does the tone usually change during the period, or does it remain 

approximately. the same? 

If it changes, is there a typical sequence that occurs? 

Do supportive alliances of mutual choices, subgroups, or cliques 

appear in discussions? 

·Do competitive alliances Show up? 

The above questions appear in Bany and Johnson (1964, pp. 382-383). 

Instructors were asked to fill out the following rating scale on 

group cohesiveness. This scale is located in Bany and Johnson (1964). 

INSTRUCTORS RATING SCALE: GROUP COHESIVENESS 

1. Does the class appear to like working.together? 

ALWAYS USUALLY SCMETIMES SELDC!1 

2. Do the students work well in a group? 

. NEVER 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

3. Do they show pride in class work, activities, and achievements? 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETD1ES SELDOM NEVER 
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4. Do they stick up for the group? 

ALWAYS USUALLY . SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

5. Are they ready to defend a.ctions of the class? 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOME'i:IMES SELDOM NEVER 

6. Do they stick together against outside influences and opinions? 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

7. Do they consider the group's goals important? 

ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES SELDOM NEVER 

8. Does the group take responsibility for seeing that class routines 
and other organizational matters are accomplished: 

. ALWAYS USUALLY SCl1ETlMES SELDCM NEVER 



APPENDIX E 

POST .. CLA.SS STUDENT.OPINIONS 



1. List briefly. any positive and - or negative feelings you experi
enced in this class as a result of being spaced one seat apart. 

2. List briefly any positive and - or negative feelings you experi
enced in this class as a result of being rotated to the table 
discussion, 

3. List briefly any positive and - or negative feelings you experi
enced in this class as a result of the questionnaires you responded 
to. 

4. List briefly any positive and - or negative feelings you experi .. 
enced in this class as a result of the entire class proceedings 
from the beginning to the enP,. 

5. If you had to exp~ess yourself with regard to this class in one 
statement what would you say? 
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FORTRIN IV G LEVEL 19 Mf, !N DAT" = 72193 15/33/49 

0001 

0002 
0003 
0004 

0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
001.3 
0014 

0015 
OOlt> 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
OOZ9 
0030 
0031 
0032 

C PROGRAM AVAR23 
C ODlJBLE OR TRIPLE-CLASS!FICATION ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. 
c 
C PARAMETER CONTROL-CARD FIELDS. 
C fOL 1- ~ = NUMRER OF DEPENDENT VAR I ABLES TO BE ANALYZED I MAX = 70 I. 
C COL b-io -=NUMBER OF LEVELS FOR THE A FACTOR iMAX = i61. - --
C COL ll-i5 = NUMBER OF LEVcLS FOR THE B FACTOR IMAX= 101. 
C COL lb-~O = NUMBER OF LEVELS FOR THE C FACTOR IMAX = 101. 
C SET = l FOR OOUBLE-CLASSIF!CAT!ON DESIGN. . . 
C rot 21-2? =NUMBER OF SUBJECTS PER ABC CELL• IF CEll N ARE ALL EOUAL. 
C FOR UNEQUAL CELL N SET = 9999 AND ADO A GROUP-CONTROL 
C CARD IN FRONT OF EACH CELL-SET OF DATA -CARDS ICOL--1-5 = cELL NI. 
C IF ZERO SCORES ARE TO BE TREATED AS MISSING DATA FDR ANY VARIABLE, 
C ADO MINUS SIGN TO THIS F!ELD ANO AOD OPTION-SIGNAL CARD AFTER 
C FORMAT CONTROL CARD 11 = ZERO MEANS MISSING, o = ZERO VALID. 
C COL l =VARIABLE 1, ETCI. 
C FOR~AT MUST 5PECIFY NV SCORE FIELDS !FOR ONE SUBJECTI. 
c OR"lH OF CELLS IN DATA DECK= AlBlCl. AlBlC2, AlBZCl, frc. 
C TAPE UNIT 2 IS USED FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE !SCRATCH>. 
C SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED ARE PRBF, CCDS, PRTS. c ~ 

ODIMENSION KFl20t. KHIZOI, Z~l701, SltOl, 01101, Filo I, PllOI, 
l AllOI· 81101, CClOI, ABll0,10), ACno.101. BC(l0,101, 
? Aec11<i,10.io1.-w1701. R1101. n7o1, x1701. sx1101, so110·1, -Gt101. 
3 GNClD,l-0, 10 I 

ND = lO 
5 CALL CCDS l~F, NV, NA, NB, NC, NS I 

NT = NA * NB * NC 
C ZERO ACCUMULATORS AND READ MISSING-DATA OPTIONS. 

DO 10 I = loNV -
ZMI 1-1 = O.O 
Tiii = o.o 
Riii = O.O 

10 W(Il = O.O 
IF !NS .GT. 01 GO TO 20 
NS = IABSINS I 
READ 15, IZMlll, I = l,~VI 

15 FORMAT 180Fl.OI 
20 P.EWIND 2 

C INPUT DATA, CHECK, AfCUMULATE SUMS. 
DO. 50 M = l,NT 
N = NS 
IF IN .EQ. 99991 REAO 25, N 

75 FORMAT !151 
DO 30 I = l, NV 
SX! I l = O. 0 
SQ(II = O.O 

30 GI! l = N 
OD 35 I = 1, N 
<€An KF. IXIJ), J = l,NVI 
00 35 J = !,NV 
IF IZMIJI .EQ. !.O .AND. XIJl .EQ. O.Ol GIJl = G(Jl - !.O 
SXIJI = SXIJI + XIJI 

35 SQIJI = SQIJl + XIJl**2 
00 45 I = l,NV 
IF !Gill .GT. 0.01 GO TO 40 
lMIII = 2.0 
GO TO 45 
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FORTRAN JV G LEVEL 19 PIAIN -DATE 72193 

Q_033 
0034 

J~l!3~--
0036 -
0037 

01ffs -
0039 
0040 
004"1 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
Q046 
0047 
0048 
0049 

0050 
0051 
005-z 
0053 
0054 
0055 
005& 
Q05_1_ 
0058 
0059 
0060 
00&1 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 

0067 
0()68 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 
007& 
0077 
0078 
0079 
01!_80 
0081 
0082 
(1083 
0084 
0085 

C ACCIJMULATE Cl/CELL NI AND CELL VARIANCE. 
40 Wiii = Wiii + ISQlll - SXIIl**2 I Gilli 

.Riii = Riii + 1.0 i Giii . 
C COMPUTE AND TAPE CELL MEAN AND N FOR All VARIABl,tS. 

4s rn!'~~r~~-P! ,,~: 11 -- --- -- -----
50 WP.ITE' 121 SX, G 

C SET PARAMETERS AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM. 
-- TN • .NT . -

AN = NA 
BN "' NB cr.i ;. '"Ne __ _ 
OIZJ • TN - 1.0 
0(31 = AN - 1.0 
0141~ri - l~-o 
Dl51 = CN - l.O 
Dl61 = 0131 • D141 
Dl7l =Olli-• 0151 
Dl81 = 0141 * Dl5t 
Dl9l • Dl31 * 0181 

c BEG fN--ANALVSESOF DEPENDENT VAR !ABLES; 
DO 170 .N = ltNV . 
IF IZMINI .lT. 2.0J GO TO 60 PRINi-55; N··- --------·· -- . 

55 FORPIAT I 31HlINSUFHC!ENT DATA FOR VARIABLE, 131 
GO TO 170 

&O REW-IND Z 
DO &5 !•1,10 
Siii = o.O 
Alli ;,; D.O 
Bl ll = o.o 
.CJ.It= o,o __ _ 
00 65 J = l t 10 
ABII,Jl = O.O 
ACl!,JI • O.O 

65 si:{1,JI • o.o 
0111 = TINI - 1.0 
01101 ,. T.I NI - TN 

C CO"!PUTE 1-SCORE-PER-CELL A'IALYSIS AND CELL "!EANS. 
DO 70 I • ltNA 
00 70 J • l ,·NB 
DO 70 K • l.NC 
READ 121 SX, G 
GN(l,J_,KI • GINI 
5121 = 5121 + SXINl**2 
'III• Alli+ SXINJ 
!ljJI " 81,JI + .SJ!.!.!0 
CIKI • CIXI + SXINl 
111111,JI • ABll,JI +. SXll\ll 
~C-II,Kl • ·Acll,Kl + SXINI 
BCIJ,K:l • flCIJ,KI + SX.JNI 

70 ABCC!,J,Kl = SXINI 
00 80 I " ltNA 
Sl3l =Sill + Alll**2 I 1BN * CNI 
A 111 = A I II I I BN * Cl'H 
DO 75 J = I.NB 
Sl6l =- 5161 + ~BII,Jl**2 I CN 

75 ABtI,JI • ABII,JI I CN 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 19 MAIN DATE 72193 I 5/33/49 

0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
Q.!)96 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 

0101 
-010£ 

0103 
0104 
0105 
0101> 

.JH.07 
0108 

0109 
0110 
0111 

DllZ 
0113 
0114 

0115 

0111, 

0117 
0118 
0119 
0120 
0121 
0122 

0123 
0124 
0125 
Ol?b 
0127 
0128 
Ol2q 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 

DO 81l K = l,NC 
Sl7.I = S·l71 + ACI !,Kl**2 I BN 

80 A.CII,KI = ACll,KI I BN 
00 85 J z 1, NB 
Sl41 = Sl41 + ~IJl**Z I (AN * CNI 
BIJI = BIJI I IAN* CNI 
DO 85 K c l,NC 
Sl8J a Sla_I + BClJ,Kl**2 I AN 

85 BClJ,KI. ~-BCi i, Kl I AN 
CF z O.O 
go 90_ ~-"' hNC 
CF • CF f- CIKI 
Sl51 z Sl5l + CIKl**2 I CAN * BNI 

qo CIKI ,. CIKI I CAN * BNI 
CF z CF * CF I TN 

C ADJUST SUMS OF SQUARES ANO COMPLETE COMPUTATION. 
00 95 I • z,9 

95 scl1 .. fsc11 - c"F1 * TN ,-Rc"Ni 
Sl61 • Sl61 - Sl31 - Sl41 
Sl71 ,. Sl71 - Sl31 - Sl51 
s181 ,. SISI - 5141 - Sl51 
Sl91 = Sl21 - Sl31 - Sl41 - Sl5l - Sl61 - 5171 - SIBI 
HlOl • .JIJ NI 
Siii = SIZI + SllOI 

C CONVERT SUMS OF SQUARES TO MEAN SQUA~ES. 

DO 100 I ,. 1 9 10 
IF lOCll .GT. 0,01 Stll =·Sill I ~HI 

100 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE F-RATIOS ANO PROBABILITIES. 

00 105 "1 = 1,9 . . .. ---

fl I I,. Siii I SllOI 
l 05 P U.l • PR !1£1.!liJ.J_,_ !lH!H, FI 1 _11 . 

C PRINT SOURCE TABLE AND RELEVANT CELL MEANS. 
PRINT 110, N, ISIII, Dill, I= l,31, Fl31, Pl3l, Sl41, Dl41, Fl4lt 

l P.141 . _ . ... . _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ... _ _ ... 
llDOFORMAT 111/ZlH ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE, 13 II 7H SOURC-E, 16X, 4HM.S., 

l JX, 4HD.F., 4X, 7HF-RATJO, ax, lHP ~' 6H TOTAL, F2J.3, ¥10.0 '' 
7. 81:!.JtETll~EN• Fl9.3, FlO.O I 3X, l~·- F~~3, flo.o, 2Fl2.4 I 
3 3X, lHBt F23.3, fiO.O, ZFlZ.41 

IF INC .GT. 11 PRINT 115, 5151. .0151, Fl51t PIS) 
115 FORMAT nx, lHCt F23.3t FlO.O, ZFlZ.41 

PRINT 120,"· Sib!;. Ot61, Fl6·1, Pfl>l. 
120 FORMAT 13X, ZHABt F2Z.3, FlO,O, 2Fl2.41 

IF I NC •. GJ • 11 PR INT 12 5, IS I 1 I , DI II , F 11 I, PI I I , I = 7, 9 I 
J250FORMAT l~X. ~~At. F22.3, Fto.o, 2F12.4 I 3X. ZHSt, F22.3, 

I FlO,O, 2Fl2o4 I 3Xt 3HABC, F21.3, FlO.O, 2F12.41 
!'RINT 130,_ SllOI, 01101 

130 FORMAT II 7H WITHIN, F20.3, Flo.a Ill 23H MEANS FOR All EFFECTS.I 
CALL PRTS IA, NA. 1. 4HA MN, 'IOI 
{ALL PRTS (6, N6, lo 4HB MN, NOi 
IF INC .GT. 11 CALL PRTS IC, NC, J, 4HC ~N, NOi 
CALL PRTS CAB, NA, Na, 4HA*B , NDI 
IF INC .EQ. 11 GO TO 150 
CALL PRTS IAC, NA, NC, 4HA*C , NOi 
CALL PRTS {BC, NB, NC, 4HB*C , NOi 
PP.INT 135 

135 FORMAT Ill 31H CF.LL MEANS. Rl.OCl<S = C LEVELS. I 
no 14-S K .. I.NC 
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FORT~AN JV G LEVEL 19 NAIN DATE 

0135 
0136 
01:31 
0138 
0139 

014:0 
-OH 1 
·0142 
• 0.1't3 
.!0144 
-0145 
OH6 
0147 
0148 
0149 

00 140 I • 1 , NA 
... D .. o .... l~(L4 ... • l r NI! ... -· 

140 AB.(1,JI ·• ABC{I,Jotc:I 
145 CALL PRTS JAB, NAt NB. 4.HAB .t NOi 
150 J.f ... :HMI ! .. L.>~q. ~ •iP. .. :il'olt ··l?~--· ---·---- _ 

:C 1':RU11 1:·.Et.'L •N MAT.R.l.X. 
·152 ·l'Rf'NT . 155 
15.5 .FORMU ·u I l•8H SUBJECT-$ ·.pu .. t.E'l'l.• 81.!0CK-S i>ti i..:65 ..iC ;,, 1 ;:NC .. . ... . .... -·· ·-· . 

100 ·160 'I ... ·1 ,·NA 
. . _ IOO. !61> .!~ ,l.J.1111 _ .. ·-·· __ . 
. 1·60 .AiB1.;t,J.J • ··:GNI I ,J,KI 
U 6'5··-C.AU."'P.RTS IAB, NA, NBt 4HAB , NOi 
170 .CONTINUE 

.GO TO 5-

.fND 

72193 15/33/49 

.C 1fY..l;LS.1. 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 19 ccos DATE 72193 15/33/4q 

0001 

0002 
0003 
0004 ooos 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 

0010 
0011 

SUBROUTINE CCDS (KF, Kio KJ, KK, KL, KMl 
c 
C READS AND PRINTS TITLE, PARAMETER, AND FORMAT CONTROL CARDS. 
C KF = VECTOR HOLDING VAR !ABLE FORMAT ON RETURN. 
C KJ, KJ, KK, KL, KM• PARAMETER VAtUES. c KH =-TEMPORARY SToRAGE WITHIN THIS ROUTINE. 
C BLANK TITLE CARO YIELDS STOP. 
c 

DfMENSION Kf (ziit, KHl201 
READ 5, KH 

5 FORMAT IZOA4l 
IF fKH-11 i--. fQ. KH I Z l I STOP 
READ 10, Kio KJ, KK, KL, K~, KF 

10 FORMAT 1515 I ZOA4f 
PRINT 15, KH, Kl, KJ, KK, KL, KM, KF 

150FORMAT llHl, ZOA4 II llH PARAfofETERS I 13H COL 1- 5 = , 15 I 
l !,}fl COL ~-10 =., 1_5_/ l3H COL_ __ U-15 = , !5 I l3H COL 16-20 
2 15 I 13H COL Zl-Z5 • , 15 I I 15H DATA FORMAT = , 20A4) 

RETURN 
ENO 
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL lq PR BF DATE 72192 

0001 

0002 
0003 
01104 
0005 
0006 
Q_Q_Q1 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 

0015 
0016 

0011 
0018 
0019 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

FUNCTION PRRF IDA, DB, FRI 

CO~PlJTFS EXACT PRORAFlll !TY OF RANDOM OCCURRENCE OF AN F-RATIO. 
DA = NUMERATOR DEGREES OF FRFEDOM. 
'JB = DENO'HNATOR DEGREES Of FREEDOM. 
FR = F-PATIO TO BE EVALUATED. 
PRRF IS RETURNED AS A DEr.IMAL-FRACTION PROP.ABILITY. 

PRBF = 1.0 
IF IDA * DR * FR .FQ. 0.01 RETURN 
IF (FR .LT. l.QJ GO TO 5 
A =.DA 
R = DB 
F = f P 
GO TO 10 

5 A = 08 
11 = _ _o_A_ 
F = 1 .o I FR 

10 AA = 2.0 I (9.0 * A) 
_P.13 = 2.0 I _19.0 * B.l 

Z = ABS(((l.O - 88)·* F**0.333333 - 1.0 + AAI I SQRTIBB * F 
l **0.666667 + AAll 

IF IR .LT. 4-.-0)Z = l * U_!_9_+ Q.Q8 ~-Z-**4_1 B**31 
PRBF = 0.5 I 11.0 + Z * (0.196854 + l * (0.115194 + l * 

1 (0.000344+z*0.019527)))1**4 
IF (FR .• LT. l.Ol PPBF = 1.0 - PRBf 
RETURN 
ENO 
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